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Abstract

This thesis tackles the changing landscape of healthcare delivery, with
an increasingly fragmented set of healthcare providers and where spe-
ciality hospitals increasingly replace or complement traditional general
hospitals. There is a need for guidance to policymakers and healthcare
providers, on how different set-ups of healthcare delivery facilities,
in terms of the scale and the focus of each facility, impacts perform-
ance. In spite of this, facility design and other structural elements of
operations, have received relatively little attention in the healthcare op-
erations management literature, compared to infrastructural elements
such as scheduling and quality management. There is a lack of agree-
ment among researchers on how healthcare facility design - and scale
and focus in particular - affects performance in healthcare. Hence, this
thesis investigates the relationship between scale (in terms of size or
volume of operations) and performance (in terms of quality and cost),
and focus (in terms of narrowing the range of services or emphasizing
certain services) and performance in healthcare operations.

This thesis builds on two research studies: an in-depth case study of a
transformation of a regional hospital network, and a quantitative study
using data from the Scandinavian Obesity Surgery Registry. Based
on the first study a profile model of focus in healthcare organizations
is proposed, where focus is operationalized in six dimensions: Know-
ledge areas, Procedures, Medical conditions, Patient groups, Planning
horizons, and Levels of difficulty. The second study examines the
relationships between focus and performance, and between scale and
performance, in the context of elective surgery. When controlling for
patient case mix in the different hospitals, the study shows benefits
of both focus and scale (volume). More focused facilities have fewer
complications after surgery and shorter procedure times. Facilities
with higher volumes have fewer complications after surgery, shorter
procedure times, and shorter length-of-stay in hospital for patients.

The results presented in this thesis contribute to the healthcare opera-
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tions management literature in four different ways: First, they extend
and translate previous operationalizations of focus, developed in a
manufacturing context, into the context of healthcare service delivery.
Second, they provide evidence for a positive association between focus
and cost and quality performance, in the context of elective surgery.
Third, they provide evidence for a positive association between scale
(volume) and cost and quality outcomes, in the context of elective
surgery. Fourth, they support the emerging contingency theory of
benefits of focus in healthcare, a theory stating that patients with less
complex needs benefit more from focused operations. The results also
suggest a complementary contingency condition for benefits of scale
in healthcare, finding that more complicated treatments benefit more
from an increased scale of operations.

This thesis has implications for management and policy. It provides
a framework for understanding profiles of hospital focus, either as a
step in the strategy development for a single hospital or as a step in
planning patient allocation within a hospital network. Moreover, it
gives tentative guidance on the importance of volume and specialization
in different types of healthcare services. Following from this, it also
provides tentative guidance on which type of facility that is best suited
for different healthcare services.
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling tar sin utgångspunkt i en sjukvård i förändring,
där utbudet av vårdgivare blir allt mer fragmenterat, och där special-
istkliniker i allt högre grad ersätter eller kompletterar de traditionella
akutsjukhusen med breda uppdrag. Dessa nya organisationer innebär
att beslutsfattare och vårdgivare har ett behov av att förstå hur vård-
enheternas skala och fokus (specialisering) påverkar resultaten. Trots
detta har produktionsenheternas utformning, och andra strukturella
aspekter av sjukvårdorganisationer, fått mindre uppmärksamhet i
litteraturen om verksamhetsstyrning i sjukvården, än infrastrukturella
aspekter såsom schemaläggning och kvalitetsstyrning. Litteraturen
saknar en gemensam syn på hur produktionsenheternas utformning,
i synnerhet enheternas skala och fokus, påverkar resultaten. Denna
avhandling undersöker därför sambanden mellan skala (storlek eller
volym) och resultat (kvalitet och kostnad) samt mellan fokus (smalare
tjänsteutbud eller tyngdpunkt på en viss tjänst) och resultat i sjuk-
vårdsproduktion.

Den här avhandlingen bygger på två forskningsstudier: en fallstudie
av en omvandling av sjukhusstrukturen i en region och en kvantitativ
studie med data från kvalitetsregistret Scandinavian Obesity Sur-
gery Registry. Utifrån den första studien föreslås en profilmodell av
sjukvårdsorganisationers fokus där fokus beskrivs och mäts i sex dimen-
sioner: Kunskapsområden, Behandlingar, Sjukdomar, Patientgrupper,
Planeringshorisonter och Svårighetsgrader. I den andra studien under-
söks sambanden mellan fokus-resultat och skala-resultat inom elektiv
kirurgi. Studien jämför resultaten mellan olika sjukhus, justerade
för case-mix (hur svårt sjuka patienterna är), och finner att såväl
ökat fokus som ökad skala har positiva effekter. Mer specialiserade
vårdenheter har färre komplikationer efter operation och kortare oper-
ationstider. Vårdenheter med högre volym har färre komplicationer
efter operation, kortare operationstid och kortare vårdtider.

Avhandlingen bidrar till litteraturen om verksamhetsstyrning i sjuk-
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vården på fyra olika sätt: 1) Den breddar och översätter tidigare
operationaliseringar av fokus, som utvecklats för att beskriva fabriker,
för att få en operationalisering som är relevant i ett sjukvårdssamman-
hang. 2) Den visar att det finns ett samband mellan fokus och kostnad
/ kvalitet inom elektiv kirurgi. 3) Den visar att det finns ett samband
mellan skala (volym) och kostnad / kvalitet inom elektiv kirurgi. 4)
Den ger stöd till den framväxande contingency-teorin för utformning av
sjukvårdsorganisationer, som säger att patienter med mindre komplexa
behov har större fördelar av specialiserad verksamhet. Den föreslår
vidare ett kompletterande villkor: att mer komplicerade behandlingar
har större fördelar från ökad volym.

Avhandlingen ger också några praktiska bidrag till beslutsfattare och
vårdgivare. Den erbjuder ett ramverk som kan användas för att förstå
sjukhus fokusprofiler, antingen som en del i strategiarbetet för ett
enstaka sjukhus eller som en del i planeringen av ett nätverk av sjukhus.
Vidare ger den tentativ vägledning kring betydelsen av volym och
specialisering i olika typer av sjukvårdsverksamhet. Utifrån detta ger
den även tentativ vägledning kring vilken typ av vårdenhet som är
lämplig för olika typer av sjukvårdsproduktion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Improving performance in healthcare delivery is a pressing societal
concern given skyrocketing healthcare costs (Maisonneuve and Martins
2013; Drouin et al. 2008). Performance improvement in healthcare
is often attempted at process level, through continuous improvement
activities that use methods from lean or quality management, or at
policy level, by changing regulations and incentives in the healthcare
system. However, it can also be addressed by structural changes to
hospitals and other health facilities, i.e. which healthcare services
are provided at each location. New types of healthcare facilities have
appeared and are growing rapidly in numbers, such as single-specialty
hospitals (Barro et al. 2006; Carey et al. 2015; Kumar 2010) and
ambulatory surgical centres (Carey and Mitchell 2017). In research, a
number of scholars have suggested that different types of care should
be provided in different specialized facilities (Porter and Teisberg 2006;
Christensen et al. 2009; Kuntz et al. 2019; Herzlinger 1997) and claim
that redesigning and replacing general hospitals would lead to a radical
improvement in healthcare delivery performance. To evaluate these
claims and to guide such a redesign, it is essential to understand, in
a healthcare context, the concepts of focus (Skinner 1974) and scale
(Kimberly 1976) and their effect on healthcare operations performance.
Hence, that will be the topic for this thesis.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Research background

To provide a background for the research objectives of this thesis, and
a context for the studies, the following section will give a brief overview
of the historical and current development of healthcare facilities, i.e.
places that provide healthcare.

1.1.1 The rise of general hospitals

The earliest known examples of hospitals - i.e. institutions providing
nursing care and medical therapy - are from Byzantium in the seventh
century.1 A large hospital was built in Cairo in 1283 and at that
time many towns in the Middle East had small hospitals. However,
the hospital-like institutions that existed before the late nineteenth
century were mainly institutions attached to monasteries or other
religious organizations aiming to provide shelter and basic nursing
care to poor people or to isolate infectious diseases. What we would
describe as ‘medical services’ were performed by independent doctors
who treated people in their homes.

In the nineteenth century, the state, together with the voluntary
sector and private donors, started to build hospitals to care for the
poor in the rapidly growing cities. While the most qualified healthcare
was still provided by physicians to wealthier people in their homes,
many of today’s hospitals in western European countries have their
origins in these charitable institutions. At this time, the process of
‘medicalization’ had started, in the sense that admission was determ-
ined by medical rather than social need. By the end of the century,
public hospitals had become sites for teaching and research, typically
visited by physicians for some hours each week, and all large European
cities had both public and private hospitals. The nineteenth century
also saw the foundation of the nursing profession and the related
discovery from military healthcare that improved hygiene and sanitary
conditions could sharply cut death rates (Nightingale 1992).

1When no other source is referenced, this entire section is based on a WHO
publication, edited by McKee and Healy (2002), about the historical and current
development of hospital systems in Europe.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The rise of the general hospital starting in the late nineteenth
century meant a complete change of the character of hospitals, closely
related to scientific and technical development in areas such as in-
fectious diseases, aseptic and antiseptic techniques, more effective
anaesthesia, and greater surgical skills. As the infections that were
endemic in hospitals were dramatically reduced and more complex
surgery was undertaken, the middle classes began to attend hospitals
rather than exclusively receiving care at home.

Many medical advances were made after the Second World War,
which had a dramatic impact on hospitals, including safe blood trans-
fusion, penicillin and other pharmaceuticals, and laboratory diagnosis.
New specialties such as oncology emerged, new types of interventions
such as endoscopic procedures were established, and intensive care
technology kept people alive. Throughout this process, the hospital
remained the dominant production unit for medical services.

By the 1950s, two tiers of hospitals had emerged. Teaching hos-
pitals, typically university-affiliated hospitals in large cities, became
the centre for the new medicine and expanded into a range of medical
specialities. The other less advanced hospitals maintained a limited
range of specialities and acted as district hospitals for suburban areas,
large towns, and rural districts, referring more complicated cases
to the teaching hospitals. However, by the 1970s, new technologies
were disseminating from teaching hospitals and sub-specialization was
increasingly emerging in district hospitals as well, blurring the line
between the previous two tiers. This marked the creation of the cur-
rent general hospital, where patients can expect to be diagnosed and
treated for any medical condition (with a few rare exceptions) at any
hospital.

Healthcare administrators have been influenced by the successes of
industrial management in manufacturing, and in the 1970s mass pro-
duction and Fordism became pervading ideals for hospital design (see
e.g. Björklöf 1976, for an example of how mass production principles
influenced the construction of Huddinge Hospital in Stockholm). In-
dustrial methods such as quality management, lean, and supply chain
management, have been broadly introduced (Boyer and Pronovost
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Chapter 1. Introduction

2010), sometimes introducing principles developed in manufacturing,
without acknowledging the different characteristics of healthcare de-
livery (Lillrank 2018). Over the last decades, this culminated in a
wave of hospitals mergers (see e.g. Dranove 1998; Lynk 1995; Posnett
1999; Preyra and Pink 2006). There are notable examples of this
global trend also in Sweden: e.g. the creation of Karolinska University
Hospital in 2004 by merging two hospitals in Solna and Huddinge,
and the creation of Skåne University Hospital in 2010 by merging two
hospitals in Malmö and Lund.

1.1.2 Unsustainable growth of healthcare expenditure

In many respects, the rise of general hospitals is a story of success. The
general hospital healthcare delivery structure is associated with major
medical achievements and a radical improvement in public health.
However, this has come at a high cost. Health expenditures claim a
large part of public spending; in the OECD area they represent 9.1
percent of the GDP on average (in 2012), reaching between 11-12
percent in countries like Canada, France, Germany, the Netherlands
and Switzerland, and around 17 percent in the United States (Maison-
neuve et al. 2016). Healthcare costs are growing at a much higher rate
than the overall economic growth and for almost 50 years, healthcare
spending has grown by two percentage points in excess of GDP growth
across all OECD countries (Drouin et al. 2008), meaning that an ever
increasing share of public spending is claimed by the healthcare sector.
Lillrank (2018) refers to this as the ‘cuckoo effect’ where healthcare
‘becomes the cuckoo chick that expands at the expense of others and
kicks many a noble pursuit out of the nest’ (p. 4).

According to the latest OECD projections - which historically
have underestimated the increase in healthcare expenditures - public
healthcare costs as a share of GDP will double in the OECD countries
between 2010 and 2060 (if healthcare policies are kept the same), and
more than triple in the BRIICS countries over the same time period
(Maisonneuve and Martins 2013). These projections also include
a scenario with cost containment policy changes such as more use
of generic drugs, revision of drug reimbursement practices, shorter
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Chapter 1. Introduction

hospital stays, and improved prevention of complications from chronic
illnesses. In this more optimistic scenario public healthcare costs as a
share of GDP in 2060 will still have increased by 45 percent in OECD
countries, and by 83 percent in BRIICS countries.

The ageing population is one of the driving factors in this develop-
ment, but changes in demography account for only a small share of the
overall growth in healthcare spending (Zweifel et al. 1999; Gerdtham
et al. 1992; Hitiris and Posnett 1992; Maisonneuve et al. 2016; Dormont
et al. 2006). More important factors are technological development
enabling novel treatment regimens, relative prices (in particular the
development of drug prices and healthcare staff wages relative to over-
all price inflation), changes in health policies and institutions, and the
general rise in demand for healthcare services as a change in behaviour
related to higher expectations for lifestyle and health (Drouin et al.
2008; Maisonneuve et al. 2016). It may be argued that the demand for
healthcare can never be saturated, partly because improvements that
increase lifespan will lead to an increase in the size of the population.
Healthcare can thus be described to be in a so-called ‘Malthusian trap’,
a notion that describes how, in pre-industrial societies, any increase in
food supply was consumed by an equal increase in demand (Lillrank
2018, p. 3).

In other sectors, technological innovations often lead to cost sav-
ings: e.g. through automation or improved use of materials. In the
healthcare sector, new pharmaceuticals or innovations in medical tech-
nology typically increase healthcare costs, as they allow previously
untreatable patients to be treated or increase longevity, among other
effects (see e.g. Dormont et al. 2006; Newhouse 1992).

1.1.3 Operational improvement in healthcare

The growth in healthcare expenditure is unsustainable, and accordingly,
healthcare productivity has been high on the agenda for healthcare
policymakers, managers and researchers over the last decades. The
pressure to increase performance in healthcare delivery has led to a
wide range of improvement initiatives.

Many improvement initiatives have been pioneered by the US non-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

profit organization Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI). This
institute has been influential in inspiring change activities in many
countries, including Sweden. IHI focuses on disseminating quality
improvement methods and in 1995 they launched the Breakthrough
Series model (BTS) for process improvement (IHI 2004). The BTS
model uses the Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle (Deming 1986; Langley et al.
1994) to test improvements at a small scale before they are rolled out.
The model emphasizes staff involvement and continuous improvement
of existing processes. In the last decade IHI has shifted its focus from
BTS to ‘lean health care’. IHI argues that many lean tools adopted
from Japanese manufacturing principles (Womack et al. 1990) can
be applied successfully in healthcare (IHI 2004). This has lead to an
enormous interest in lean improvement activities in the healthcare
sector. There are many reports of successful process improvement
projects using lean tools (Mazzocato et al. 2010) and in Sweden,
over 80 healthcare units had reported lean improvement projects in
2011 (Rognes and Svarts 2012). Despite these success stories for
lean healthcare providers, on an aggregate level the impact has been
small, at least in comparison to the impact lean production has had
in other industries such as the automotive and consumer electronics
sectors (Lillrank 2018). Currently, many initiatives utilize information
technology to improve patient safety or reduce costs - for example
adopting advanced electronic medical records (Hydari et al. 2018) or
automation of nursing tasks (Lu et al. 2017), but it is too early to see
substantial operational improvement from these initiatives.

1.1.4 A shift toward new types of hospitals

Despite the improvement initiatives described in the previous section,
aiming to reduce waste and share best practices, healthcare expendit-
ures have continued to rise. This has spurred claims that the ongoing
incremental improvement within existing healthcare organizations is
not sufficient, and that radical changes of the healthcare delivery
structure are needed (Christensen et al. 2009). From somewhat differ-
ent perspectives, opinion leaders such as Porter and Teisberg (2006),
Christensen et al. (2009), and Herzlinger (1997), argue that the current
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Chapter 1. Introduction

structure based on general hospitals is an outmoded and inherently
inefficient way of organizing healthcare delivery.

The most recent decades have seen an increase in a more diverse
set-up of healthcare delivery units, such as specialty hospitals that
are organized and managed to provide specific medical or surgical
procedures (Schneider et al. 2008). Although they are not a new
phenomenon – dedicated children’s hospitals or ‘organ’ hospitals (such
as St. Erik Eye Hospital in Stockholm) are examples of traditional
specialty hospitals – specialty hospitals have in recent decades become
increasingly common and cover increasingly more medical specialities.
Hospitals are usually defined as ‘specialist hospitals’ if 45 percent of
their discharges are in one specialized area or 67 percent are in two
areas (Vera et al. 2018). However, it is common practice to have a
single-line, highly specialized hospital organization. The number of
specialty hospitals in the United States, mainly cardiac, orthopaedic,
and surgical facilities, tripled between 1990 and 2005 (Carey et al.
2007). This trend has stirred a heated debate.

Critics claim that specialty hospitals show high efficiency and
profitability, not because of operational advantages related to spe-
cialization, but because they select only the most profitable patients
(Barro et al. 2006, describe this controversy and find support for both
sides of the debate). They argue that physician-owned specialty hos-
pitals compete unfairly using targeted patient referrals, disrupting the
strategies that full-service general hospitals use to cross-subsidize less
profitable patients (Guterman 2006; Kahn 2006).

However, those in favour of specialty hospitals argue that through
increased focus and specialization of services, such hospitals deliver
healthcare services with greater efficiency and promote innovation
(Greenwald et al. 2006; Porter and Teisberg 2006). This is partly
motivated theoretically by seeing specialty hospitals as analogous
to the “focused factory” approach in manufacturing (Skinner 1974)
and partly empirically by referring to studies that compare different
types of healthcare delivery units and show advantages for specialized
facilities (e.g. Barro et al. 2006; Kumar 2010; Singh and Terwiesch
2011).
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Advocates of specialty hospitals point out that other industries
have already successfully undergone a similar transition towards spe-
cialized production units (Herzlinger 1997). This development has
been described for US manufacturing industries by Essletzbichler
(2003), who refers to the development as a shift from Fordist mass
production to flexible specialization, characterized by a high degree
of subcontracting. Gollop and Monahan (1991) showed that US man-
ufacturing firms have restructured production, moving toward more
homogeneous production within each facility while holding a more
diversified portfolio of facilities. Similar developments can also be seen
in service industries such as banking, tourism, transportation, and
education (Carey et al. 2015).

The debate on whether the new specialty hospitals perform better
compared to traditional general hospitals is ongoing (Carey et al. 2015;
Cram et al. 2005; Kumar 2010; O’Neill and Hartz 2012). This points
to the importance of understanding benefits, or drawbacks, of changing
the healthcare delivery structure. As a report by the UK healthcare
regulator Monitor (2012, p. 3) concludes:

Given the importance of economies of scale and scope [in
hospitals] . . . it is perhaps surprising that so little is known
about their extent and importance. A systematic literature
survey as part of this study revealed very little evidence
(either positive or negative) about the issue. Many of the
existing studies focus on the ‘whole hospital’ rather than
particular services and even those studies are often very
limited by poor data and methodologies.

1.1.5 Scale and scope in healthcare production

The relative merits of general and specialty hospitals are debatable,
but the underlying question is a broader one. Even within what is
defined as general hospitals, we find heterogeneous organizations of
different sizes with different service offerings. In fact, considering the
demand for healthcare in a region, it is possible to imagine an infinite
number of combinations of different healthcare units that could supply
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the healthcare services needed to fulfil that demand.
The literature on organizational structure and operations strategy

offer concepts that are useful to describe the scale and scope of health-
care facilities:

• While organizational size typically refers to ‘the size of the labor
force’ (Aldrich 1972, p. 33), measured in number of employees
(Kimberly 1976), the related term scale is often used to describe
the magnitude of an organization’s operation more generally,
including size of assets (e.g. staff), but also including volume of
input (e.g. patients) or output (e.g. surgical procedures) (Hallin
2009).

• A multi-product organization can be described as having a
wider scope than a single-product organization (Teece 1980). An
inverse conceptualization of the same phenomenon is the notion
of specialization, referring to the the range of manufacturing
or service tasks allocated to a unit (Hayes et al. 2005). The
term focus is often used to describe specialized facilities. A
focused production organization has a limited ‘set of products,
technologies, volumes, and markets’ (Skinner 1974, p. 114).

The principles for determining appropriate scale and focus of
healthcare facilities, have only been tentatively explored in the health-
care management literature (see e.g. Clark 2012; Miedaner and Sülz
2019). In order to investigate appropriate scale and focus for health-
care facilities, clear conceptualizations and operationalizations of scale
and focus in the context of healthcare are needed. While there have
been attempts to describe the concept of scale in healthcare (see
Postma 2015), different studies of hospital focus apply different defini-
tions and measures. This problem is summarized by Peltokorpi et al.
(2016, p. 179): ‘Given the plethora of definitions, implementations
and performance measures, the empirical evidence [on the effects of
focus on performance] does not say much. Disorganized definitions
of focus have led to findings that cannot be generalized or utilized
systematically.’

One shortcoming in the literature on hospital focus, is that health-
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care services are typically segmented based only on procedures per-
formed or patient diagnoses. Looking at the abundance of focused
healthcare facilities around us, including for instance children’s hos-
pitals, maternity clinics targeting homosexual patients, retail clinics,
and veteran’s hospitals, it is clear that procedures and diagnoses are
only a subset of the potential principles for focusing a healthcare unit.
This limitation in many previous studies has meant that hospitals
that are assessed to be ‘unfocused’ may actually be focused in other
dimensions, skewing the results of the studies.

Furthermore, findings on the relationship between focus, scale, and
performance are inconclusive (Leleu et al. 2012; Singh and Terwiesch
2011). Hospital performance is typically assessed in terms of cost or
quality (e.g. mortality). While performance of healthcare systems
is commonly assessed in three dimensions: cost, quality, and access
(Kissick 1994; KC et al. 2020), access is mainly relevant on system
level, leaving cost and quality as the most relevant dimensions to
compare operational performance of individual hospitals. Although
some studies show that greater focus is related to reduced mortality
(Barro et al. 2006; McDermott and Stock 2011; Clark and Huckman
2012) and lower costs (Barro et al. 2006; McDermott and Stock 2011),
other studies with higher granularity that control for comorbidity
(Clark 2012) and selective patient admission (Singh and Terwiesch
2011), show diminishing or even disappearing returns from focus. Thus,
opinions still diverge on whether focus leads to improved performance
in healthcare.

In conclusion, although scholars have long identified organizational
scale and focus as key managerial considerations (Chandler 1990; Hayes
and Wheelwright 1984; Hayes et al. 2005), these structural elements
have not received sufficient attention in relation to the healthcare
industry.

1.2 Research objectives

This research aims at contributing to an understanding of how health-
care facilities affect healthcare performance. In the context of improv-
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ing the operational performance, the most relevant facility characterist-
ics to analyse are scale and focus. Thus, this thesis investigates focus
and scale in healthcare delivery and their relationship to performance.
Specifically, it aims to answer three research questions within the
context of healthcare delivery:

RQ1: How can focus and scale be conceptualized?

RQ2: What is the relationship between focus and performance?

RQ3: What is the relationship between scale and performance?

1.2.1 Empirical context: the Swedish healthcare
system

In order for readers who are not familiar with Swedish health-
care to understand the empirical context where the research
questions of this thesis were investigated, the following section
briefly presents the healthcare system in Sweden.

In Sweden, financing, purchasing, and providing healthcare
is the responsibility of 21 county councils.2 There are 290
municipalities that fund and provide elderly care, home care
and social care, while the county councils are responsible for
primary, psychiatric and specialist health care for all citizens.
Regionally established taxes are the basis for revenue collection.
The state is responsible for regulation and supervision.

In 2015, Sweden spent 11.0 percent of GDP on healthcare,
which was the third-highest expenditure in the EU. In terms
of spending per capita, Sweden had the fifth-highest expendit-
ure in the EU, at EUR 3932 (OECD 2017). Of this, public
expenditure accounts for 85 percent, and the remaining is paid
for directly by the patients. These out-of-pocket payments are
mainly in the form of flat-rate ‘copay’ patient fees for contact-

2The Swedish government has decided to replace the term "county council"
with "region" as of January 2020.
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ing physicians, as well as a small fee per day of hospital stay.
However, these are waived for children, pregnancy care, and
elderly patients. The patient fees are capped at a maximum
of EUR 100 (SEK 1150) over a 12-month period. Voluntary
health insurance is uncommon, but around six percent of the
population have supplementary insurance paid for by employers,
providing faster access to specialists (OECD 2017).

There is a mix between publicly and privately owned health-
care providers, but all receive public funding. In some cases,
private providers also provide additional services to fee-paying
patients. Seven public university hospitals provide tertiary
care, and most specialist healthcare is provided by public hos-
pitals (there are about 70 public hospitals at the regional level
and six private hospitals). In primary care, almost half of all
primary care centres are privately owned. This number has
increased rapidly in recent years following a reform in 2010
that made the right to freely establish primary care clinics a
national law. However, physicians and other health workers,
including those at private clinics, are mainly salaried employees
rather than self-employed. Patients are allowed a free choice of
primary care provider and there is no formal gatekeeping role,
so patients are mostly free to contact specialist care providers
directly.

Almost all healthcare providers keep patient records digit-
ally, including electronic records of diagnostic data. However,
many different platforms are used so the data is not integrated
at the national level, and in many cases not even at the regional
level.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

Chapter 2 that follows presents the theoretical background
of the research in this thesis. Chapter 3 discusses the overall
research design and describes the data collection and ana-
lysis. Chapter 4 briefly summarizes the appended papers, and
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provides an overview of the author’s contribution to each pa-
per. Chapter 5 synthesizes the findings of the papers into a
more coherent whole, addressing the research questions in the
introduction. Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of the
thesis, discusses the findings in light of extant research, and
outlines managerial and policy implications.
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Theoretical background

Healthcare is an empirical field of interest for many researchers.
Some research fields aiming to inform and improve the practice
of healthcare are: Medical research, with the goal of developing
medicines or medical procedures. Health policy and systems re-
search, that takes a systems perspective to inform and influence
health policies globally (Peters 2018), and that in itself is a mix
of political science, public health and epidemiology, economics,
sociology, and anthropology. Health economics, an applied
field of economics, where economic theories are applied on the
production and consumption of health and healthcare (Culyer
and Newhouse 2000). Healthcare operations management, a
field that KC et al. (2020, p. 2) describe as focused on ‘the
efficient allocation of critical resources, the design and organiz-
ation of effective delivery systems, and the use of technology
in enabling new innovative models of care delivery’. Sociology
and organizational theory, where Mintzberg (1979) classified
healthcare organizations as professional bureaucracies, and as
such these are the study objects in research about leadership
and professions (see e.g. Lokatt 2019). Within organizational
theory, institutional theory studies how healthcare organiza-
tions are influenced by their surroundings (e.g. Burnett et al.
2016; Ruef and Scott 1998), as well as how ideas are translated
into practice in local healthcare settings (e.g. Larsson 2019).
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This thesis aims to contribute to knowledge in the field of
healthcare operations management, and to a large extent it
builds on previous research reported in the healthcare opera-
tions management literature. However, it also draws on findings
from other research streams, especially medical research and
health economics. Healthcare operations management shares
with medical research an interest in improving patient out-
comes. However, instead of the clinical outcome variables of
medical research, it focuses mainly on operational and process
variables, and instead of studying interventions as in medical
research, it studies underlying mechanisms in the care process
that affect or moderate the effect its effectiveness (KC et al.
2020). Compared to health economics, healthcare operations
management tends to use less ‘black box’ modelling (Bunge
1963), and instead investigates processes, mechanisms, and
operational attributes that explain relationships.

Healthcare operations management includes research on
strategic choices or decisions that form an organization’s oper-
ations strategy (Jha et al. 2016). Operations strategy includes
both structural decisions, that relate to the organization’s phys-
ical set-up, such as capacity, facilities, technology, and sourcing,
and infrastructural decisions, that describe systems, policies,
and practices (Hayes and Wheelwright 1984; Hayes et al. 2005).
The research in this thesis addresses structural decisions related
to facility size and facility specialization (see Hayes et al. 2005,
p. 41). Within healthcare operations management, research on
structural decision areas is underrepresented, while infrastruc-
tural decision areas, such as quality management and work
organization, tend to be well researched (Jha et al. 2016).

In the following chapter, the characteristics of healthcare
delivery and performance in healthcare are first discussed. This
is followed by a section about scale and a section about focus in
healthcare operations. Finally, the definitions of key concepts
are summarized.
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2.1 Characteristics of healthcare delivery

Healthcare delivery produces services. A widely used defini-
tion of services has been that they possess four characteristics
that are distinctly different from products: the so-called IHIP
characteristics (intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability and
perishability) (Zeithaml et al. 1985). However, these charac-
teristics have been shown to be not generally applicable to all
services (Lovelock and Gummesson 2004, p. 31). It has been
questioned whether a distinction between goods and services is
meaningful (Lovelock and Gummesson 2004), and it has been
suggested that all customer offerings can be seen as services,
including those that involve tangible products in the process
of service provision (Vargo and Lusch 2004).

Nevertheless, Sampson and Froehle (2006) provide a highly
useful definition of what services are and what makes them
services: ‘With service processes, the customer provides inputs
into the production process’ (p. 331). Customer inputs are
either physical objects belonging to the customer, customer-
provided information, or the customer’s self (Wemmerlöv 1990).
In the healthcare context, inputs are typically in the latter
category of customer-self inputs, involving either the mind
or, more commonly, the body. This implies that while ser-
vice providers can prepare for production, they cannot execute
production until necessary customer-self inputs are present
(Sampson and Froehle 2006). For focus strategies, this is an
important characteristic of healthcare delivery, since concen-
trating a production task to a single focused factory usually
means that its customers (patients) must travel to this location
to provide their input.

Healthcare is different from many other services in that
the level of complexity is exceptionally high: i.e. that many
independent agents or factors are interacting with each other
in many ways (Waldrop 1992). Complex systems possess ‘a
kind of dynamism that makes them qualitatively different from
static objects such as computer chips or snowflakes, which
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are merely complicated. Complex systems are more spontan-
eous, more disorderly, more alive than that’ (Waldrop 1992, pp.
11-12). Healthcare can be described as complex in multiple
ways. Healthcare organizations operate in environments that
are complex due to characteristics such as regulations, polit-
ics, advancing technology, changing stakeholder expectations,
increasing competitiveness, and cultural limitations (Keating,
2000). A healthcare delivery system has not only a managerial
domain, following a logic similar to that of manufacturing and
other service operations, but also a political and professional
domain with competing logics (Mark and Scott, 1992). Clinical
decision-making is complex, since it relates to the interaction
between the many physiological systems that make up the
human body, the individual patient’s behaviour, often based
on past experiences, and the system of social relationships that
the patient is part of and affected by (Wilson and Holt 2001).
Many processes in healthcare operations are complex due to the
involvement of many professions and units, large teams, and
technically complicated procedures (Mazzocato et al., 2014).
To conclude, the complexity of the healthcare system implies
that implementing change and understanding the mechanisms
and performance effects of change is difficult. Furthermore, the
complexity of the human body and mind that are customer-self
inputs to healthcare service processes, imply that uncertainty
and variability will be higher than in most other contexts.

Lastly, what is referred to in this thesis as ‘healthcare
delivery’ is heterogeneous from an operations management
perspective: it includes everything from taking a blood test
in a laboratory to neurosurgery and palliative care. Rather,
as suggested by Lillrank (2018, p. 17), healthcare can be
viewed as a cluster of ‘a multiverse of several activities, each
with distinctive business models and managerial logics. All
deal with medical issues, but face different types of demand to
which they deploy different solutions.’ Lillrank (2018) (building
on Lillrank et al. 2010) proposes a ‘managerial segmentation’
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(p. 219) of healthcare into seven demand- and supply-based
operating logics that represent service segments with different
production characteristics and business models. In comparison,
other industry sectors tend to concentrate on fewer types of
technologies, production processes, and market segments.

In spite of these characteristics that differentiate healthcare
from other production and service delivery, there is a strong
argument for extending operations management theory to cover
the healthcare delivery sector as well, although it may need
to be modified and boundary conditions identified. Boyer
and Pronovost (2010) give many examples of how healthcare
can benefit from tools developed by operations management
scholars in areas such as quality management, standardization,
value stream mapping, logistics, and supplier management.
However, this requires an extension or translation of operations
management theory to the healthcare context (how this was
done when lean manufacturing methodology was translated
into practice in Swedish healthcare is described in detail in
Larsson 2019).

2.2 Performance in healthcare delivery

The term performance relates to the extent to which an organ-
ization accomplishes its objectives. Different stakeholders set
different objectives based on their interest in the organization,
and while in an industrial setting with a for-profit corporation
it may be relatively easy to decide on a hierarchy of stake-
holders based on their level of control over the organization,
this is harder to do in the healthcare context, where patients,
healthcare professionals, employers, taxpayers, government,
insurance companies, pharmaceutical firms, etc., make up a
complex network of stakeholders. This means that it is no-
toriously hard to pin down the meaning of performance in the
healthcare context.

From a government perspective, the Swedish legislation sets
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objectives for the healthcare system in Hälso- och sjukvårdslag
(2017:30) 3 kap. 1 § : ‘Målet med hälso- och sjukvården är en
god hälsa och en vård på lika villkor för hela befolkningen.’ This
text mentions quality in terms of population health (god hälsa
means good health) and equal access for all individuals (vård
på lika villkor för hela befolkningen means equitable care for
the whole population). The public healthcare system is given
limited funding to achieve these objectives, which introduces
cost efficiency as a further requirement on the system.

These public objectives are in line with the three dimensions
that are often used, in practice as well as in research, to evaluate
the performance of healthcare systems: quality, cost, and access
(KC et al. 2020). Kissick (1994) referred to these as the Iron
Triangle of healthcare and claimed that any improvement in one
dimension will be detrimental to the performance of at least one
of the other two dimensions. Although the principle of trade-offs
has been challenged, by, among others, proponents of the sand
cone model (Ferdows and De Meyer 1990) who point out that
world-class manufacturers could improve several performance
objectives simultaneously, with quality improvement leading
to cost reduction, the three performance dimensions in the
Iron Triangle are still used extensively as generic performance
objectives in healthcare (see e.g. Burns 2014).

Quality measures in healthcare can be separated into pa-
tient safety, clinical decision making, and patient experience
(Lillrank 2015). Patient safety corresponds to conformance
quality in manufacturing, i.e. that products are error-free and
consistently conform to specification. Clinical decision-making
refers to the efficacy of diagnostics and treatment and cor-
responds to specification quality in manufacturing: i.e. the
level of functionality or attractiveness of the product. Service
researchers stress that performance measurement in service
contexts needs to complement the producer perspective with
the customer perspective and cover phenomena such as cus-
tomer satisfaction and customer experience (Jääskeläinen et al.
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2014; Johnston 2005). In light of this, patient experience is an
additional quality dimension in healthcare.

Cost measures in healthcare are typically unit costs such
as cost per patient day or patient admission (see e.g. Ding
2014) or cost per procedure (see e.g. Lehtonen et al. 2013;
Stock and McDermott 2011). However, proponents of value-
based healthcare, most importantly Michael Porter (Porter and
Teisberg 2006; Porter and Lee 2013), have criticized the unit
cost paradigm and propose measuring the cost of the full cycle
of care for a patient with a particular medical condition. Porter
proposes measuring costs over a patient’s entire care cycle, in
order to attribute shared resource costs to individual patients
on the basis of actual resource use rather than using averages,
and weighing the resulting total costs against outcomes so as
to create a total measure of value as outcome in relation to
cost. This value measurement is suggested to enable quality-
centred competition between providers as well as structural
cost reductions (Porter 2010).

Access, and the related concept of equitability, are greatly
affected by funding of and reimbursement for healthcare, which
determines aspects such as the capacity of different parts of
the healthcare system, the affordability of healthcare services
for different patient groups, and the providers’ incentives for
prioritizing different patient groups. Those healthcare policy
aspects are not addressed in this research. However, access can
also be affected by healthcare facility design, especially facility
location. As an example, the regionalization of healthcare ser-
vices to fewer hospitals may hamper access to care for patients
in rural areas, patients with lower mobility, or patients from
lower socioeconomic backgrounds (Posnett 1999; Birkmeyer
2000). Therefore, such implications for access to healthcare
will be considered in the discussion of findings.

To conclude, this thesis will consider quality and cost as
key operational performance indicators for healthcare delivery
units. Quality is defined in the thesis as patient safety, clinical
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decision making, and patient experience (Lillrank 2015).

2.3 Scale in healthcare delivery

The scale and scope of operations are considered fundamental
characteristics of any organization (Chandler 1990). The bound-
aries of the organization determine its total size. Within those
boundaries, there is usually a formal organizational structure,
that can be described in terms of lines of authority, unit group-
ing, and unit size (Mintzberg 1979). This structure is closely
related to the set-up of the organizations’ production facilities,
and implies that scale can be discussed at different levels: e.g.
at the hospital level (total size) and the department level (unit
size).

In management literature, scale is often used interchange-
ably with organizational size, and there is a wide range of
operationalizations, using measures such as number of em-
ployees, net assets, turnover, input volume, or output volume
(Hallin 2009). As an example of the interchangeability of using
the terms scale and size, Chandler (1990) defines economies of
scale as ‘those that result when the increased size of a single
operating unit . . . reduces the unit cost’ (p. 17). The notion
that scale can be described in terms of absolute size was cri-
ticized already in 1976 ‘as a butcher shop of 100 employees
might be considered large, while an automobile plant with the
same number might be considered small’ (Kimberly 1976, p.
577). However, it has continued to be an implicit assumption
in both economic and organizational literature (Postma 2015).

In a healthcare context, this ‘technocratic approach’ to scale
has been criticized by Postma (2015) from a social construct-
ivist perspective. Postma points out that a problem with the
idea of optimal scale in healthcare is that it does not take into
consideration the multiplicity of organizational forms in health-
care, nor the unique characteristics of individual organizations
and geographical neighbourhoods, making it impossible to find
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one optimal scale. Nevertheless, scale in healthcare delivery is
most often discussed in terms of the optimal size of hospitals
(Posnett 1999) or nursing homes (Blank and Eggink 2001), or
in terms of optimal volumes of things like surgical procedures
(Morche et al. 2018). Typically, health economics literature
discusses scale in terms of hospital size, while medical literature
mainly discusses scale in terms of service volume. Hospital
size is often measured in terms of the number of employees or
the number of beds (e.g. Carey et al. 2008; Carey et al. 2015;
Li and Rosenman 2001; Vitaliano 1987). Volume is typically
measured at the department or process level as number of pa-
tient episodes or procedures of a certain type (e.g. Joynt et al.
2011), and at hospital level as number of discharged patients
(e.g. Asmild et al. 2013; Clark 2012; Dranove 1998).

To summarize, scale in healthcare delivery is either con-
ceptualized as the size of fixed assets, such as number of beds,
facilities, or staff, or as an output volume, such as procedures,
discharges, or patient episodes (Lillrank et al. 2015). In light
of this duality, scale can be understood as two overlapping
concepts that are related by family resemblance (Wittgenstein
2009): scale as size and scale as volume (see Table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Scale as size and scale as volume

Scale
Scale as size Scale as volume

Meaning Magnitude of assets Output or throughput

Examples of measures Beds
Facilities
Staff

Procedures
Discharges
Patient episodes

Examples of
dynamics that impact
performance

Asset utilization
Division of labour
Specialization
Bargaining power
Coordination costs

Learning curve
Setup costs
Bargaining power

The difference between size and volume has been discussed
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by Tyrstrup (2014), who points out that a common misunder-
standing is that because a hospital is a large organization (in
terms of the number of beds or staff), its operations are not
‘large-scale’ in an industrial sense, implying a mass production
logic. Rather, he argues, most hospital operations are ‘small-
scale’ and dominated by craft production. One reason for this
is that, in a general hospital, the volume of each service is
relatively small. Tyrstrup provides an example of a hospital
in Gothenburg with 16,000 employees and 2,000 beds, where
29 babies are delivered each day (Tyrstrup 2014, p. 26). This
is an example of a large-sized organization with low-volume
operations.

The notion of scale as size and scale as volume is illustrated
in 2.1, an adaptation from a figure in (Tyrstrup in press), where
organizations are plotted in a matrix depending on their size
(in terms of assets, e.g. number of staff) and their volume
in each service segment (in terms of output, e.g. number of
procedures per day). As discussed above, general hospitals are
large but typically have a low volume of each type of service,
while community healthcare centres typically are small in size
and low in volume. In contrast, digital healthcare providers
may be able to offer high service volumes with small-sized
organizations. Traditional mass production industries, such as
the pharmaceutical industry, represent large-sized organizations
with high volumes of each product. Specialty hospitals, such
as the well-known Shouldice Hospital specializing in hernia
surgeries (Heskett 1986), are likely to be in the upper part of
the matrix with high volumes.

2.3.1 Economies of scale

The idea that scale affects efficiency can be found already in
Smith’s (1776) argument that an increase in specialization in
the use of labour becomes more achievable as a business in-
creases in size. Ricardo (1815) was the first to show that an
extra unit of production results in a higher or lower unit cost,
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Figure 2.1: Scale in healthcare delivery as a combination of size and volume
(adapted from Tyrstrup [in press])
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although he was arguing for diminishing returns in agriculture.
In his seminal economics textbook, Alfred Marshall (1920) elab-
orates on the dynamics of economies of scale. He states that the
chief advantages of production on a large scale are economy of
skill, economy of machinery and economy of materials. He also
makes a distinction between internal (firm-level) and external
(industry-level) economies of scale. In the following years, the
idea that modern industrial production has increasing returns
to scale (rather than diminishing returns as in agriculture),
mainly due to the spreading of fixed costs for machines and
tools, was further developed (Young 1928).

Modern textbooks in economics (e.g. Bade and Parkin 2015,
p. 402; Hubbard and O’Brien 2015, p. 428) have illustrations of
long-run average cost curves for product cost that are U-shaped
(see a simple example in Figure 2.2): i.e. unit cost decreases
with increased output volume until it reaches the optimum and
after this point unit cost increases with increased output volume.
This curve is described as the firm experiencing ‘economies
of scale’ and ‘diseconomies of scale’. Economies of scale are
mostly explained with dynamics that relate to the increased
asset size, such as improved utilization of resources, division of
labour, specialization of workers and managers, specialization
of technology, increased bargaining power with suppliers, and
lower financing costs (Bade and Parkin 2015; Hubbard and
O’Brien 2015). In some cases scale has a technical impact
on process efficiency, e.g. blast furnaces have a minimum
scale below which cost penalties are inevitable (related to the
container effect, that is, the larger a container, the less surface
area in relation to volume) (Lillrank 2018). In a healthcare
context this technical effect has been compared to how large
hospitals can afford better equipment than small ones and also
offer their staff improved career options and collegial support
(Lillrank et al. 2015). Diseconomies of scale are explained by
the difficulties involved in coordinating and controlling a large
enterprise (Bade and Parkin 2015).
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Figure 2.2: Long-run average cost at different output volumes

However, economies of scale can also be explained by dy-
namics that relate to increased volume. Most importantly,
researchers (e.g. Clark 2012; Hayes et al. 2005; Lillrank 2018)
mention the learning curve (first described by Ebbinghaus 1913)
in relation to economies of scale, as a mechanism that creates
benefits from scale as volume. The learning curve, sometimes
called the experience curve (this term was first used by Boston
Consulting Group in 1966) when referring to organizations
rather than individuals, has been demonstrated empirically
in empirical contexts as different as aircraft manufacturing
(Wright 1936; Alchian 1963) and new surgical procedures (Pis-
ano et al. 2001). The theory behind the learning curve effect
suggests that organizational learning is a process of seeking, se-
lecting, and adapting new ‘routines’ (Nelson and Winter 1982)
to improve performance.

2.3.2 The relationship between scale and
performance in healthcare delivery

The majority of the health economics and operations manage-
ment literature about scale in healthcare consists of quantitat-
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ive studies assessing the relationship between hospital size and
(cost) performance. However, there is remarkably little con-
sensus on the extent of economies of scale in hospitals (Wilson
and Carey 2004). A review of past studies of returns to scale
in hospitals concludes that ‘the main point of the literature on
this topic is the lack of consensus among previous authors de-
termining economies of scale, especially from a cost perspective’
(Leleu et al. 2012).

Suggested explanations for the mixed findings include dif-
ferent methodological approaches in terms of hospital cost
functions and parametric vs. nonparametric models (Wilson
and Carey 2004), heterogeneity in the way healthcare systems
are organized and regulated (Kristensen et al. 2012), and failure
to adjust sufficiently for case mix to account for the severity of
patients’ conditions (Leleu et al. 2012). Asmild et al. (2013) em-
phasize environmental factors and find smaller scale operations
to be more efficient in a rural region while hospitals operating
on a larger scale are more efficient in a more densely populated
urban region. It has also been suggested that contradictory
findings may have arisen due to different aggregation levels of
analysis, where individual operating units operate at increasing
returns to scale but decreasing returns to scale are found at
the aggregated hospital level (Leleu et al. 2012).

In the medical literature, studies on the relationship between
volume and quality outcomes, especially mortality, are common.
Empirical studies of surgical procedures have found a positive
relationship between volume and outcome (e.g. Birkmeyer et
al. 2002; Hernandez-Boussard et al. 2012; Hockenberry et al.
2010), with a stronger association for more complicated, or
advanced, procedures (Berger et al. 2003). This is confirmed in
various systematic literature reviews (Brommels and Vintmyr
2015; Pieper et al. 2013). The discussion has mainly focused
on surgery, but the relationship is also assumed to be present
in other areas such as internal medicine (Svederud et al. 2015).

Although many studies support the relationship between
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volume and quality, their validity has been questioned due
to problematic study designs or statistical methods (Kuo et
al. 2013). Two main characteristics of the empirical studies
limit the generalizability of results: Firstly, blunt outcome
measures such as mortality mean that only extreme quality
issues are picked up in the analyses. This is a feasible approach
for procedures with a relatively high risk of death but a less
reliable approach to differentiate quality performance for lower-
risk procedures (Krell et al. 2014). Secondly, most studies
compare high-volume and low-volume hospitals, using arbitrary
thresholds to define high and low volume, which limits the
comparability of results and makes it hard to identify minimum
volume thresholds (Harrison 2012).

Mechanisms and organizational characteristics that affect
the volume-quality relationship are poorly understood due
to scarce research about underlying factors (Mesman et al.
2015). However, one underlying mechanism is assumed to be
the learning curve (as mentioned in section 2.3.1), which has
been described in healthcare for individuals (Doumouras et al.
2018), for teams and organizations (Vashdi et al. 2013), and
as an interplay between individual experience and a particular
organization (Huckman and Pisano 2006).

The direction of causality in finding that increased volume
has a positive effect on quality outcomes has also been ques-
tioned. The causation might be the reverse: i.e. that higher-
quality hospitals attract more patients and therefore volume is
increased (Luft et al. 1987). However, a recent study of German
hospitals by Hentschker and Mennicken (2018) concluded that
volume is the driving factor affecting outcomes and not the
other way around.

2.4 Focus in healthcare delivery

The concept of focus is based on the highly intuitive notion
that performance is improved when resources are concentrated
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on accomplishing one task rather than attempting to address
a series of differing demands (Skinner 1974; Pesch 1996).

Following its development in manufacturing industries,
where normative manufacturing strategy literature prescribes
factories to focus in order to achieve superior performance (Ke-
tokivi and Jokinen 2006), increased focus as a way to improve
performance in healthcare has been discussed for two decades
(starting with Herzlinger 1997). Even before that, the benefits
of focus were explored in business schools using a case study of
the high-performing Shouldice Hospital, specializing in hernia
surgeries (Heskett 1986).

Understanding focus in healthcare requires an understand-
ing of the segmentation that it is based upon. Empirical studies
of focus in healthcare have typically segmented according to
either diagnosis or care process (e.g. Bredenhoff et al. 2010;
Hyer et al. 2009; KC and Terwiesch 2011), but each study ap-
plies different operationalizations and measures. This has been
criticized by Peltokorpi et al. (2016, p. 179) who describe dif-
ferent focus strategies that may be implemented by healthcare
organizations: ‘Given the plethora of definitions, implement-
ations and performance measures, the empirical evidence [on
the effects of focus on performance] does not say much. Disor-
ganized definitions of focus have led to findings that cannot be
generalized or utilized systematically.’

Although the literature indicates that there are benefits to
focus in healthcare (see 2.4.2), several case studies show great
differences in how so called ‘focused hospitals’ are run and point
out problems with the focused factory production model: not all
have adequate operations management strategy configurations
in terms of adapting the structural and infrastructural elements
to fit their focus profile (Bredenhoff et al. 2010). For some
types of healthcare operations, such as obstetric care (Pieters
et al. 2010), and neonatal intensive care (Miedaner and Sülz
2019) it is questionable whether the focused factory concept is
suitable. It has therefore been suggested that focused factories
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are beneficial for ‘routine’ patients while patients with complex
conditions are better treated in multispecialty facilities (Kuntz
et al. 2019).

In research, there are many levels of analysis where the
focus concept is applied: individual (worker), operating unit
(department), facility (plant), and overall organizational (firm)
level. Originally, specialization was discussed on an individual
level, as division of labour (Smith 1776). This was followed
by a discussion of functional specialization, where each oper-
ating unit should specialize in certain tasks, the origins of the
functional organization (Taylor 1911). The focused factory
discussion addressed facility specialization, as well as operating
unit specialization through the plant-within-a-plant concept
(Skinner 1974). Finally, the discussion of the scale and scope
of corporations (Chandler 1990) addresses focus at an overall
organizational level. These levels of analysis are mirrored in
the discourse on focus in healthcare delivery. Focus is stud-
ied at the hospital, department and process levels (e.g. KC
and Terwiesch 2011), but also on the level of the individual
healthcare professional (e.g. Stock et al. 2016).

McDermott and Stock (2011) introduced a differentiation
between ‘focus as narrowing’ and ‘focus as emphasis’ in the
context of healthcare delivery. Focus as narrowing is closest
to the traditional manufacturing notion of focus and implies
a narrowing of the range of activities or services provided by
a healthcare delivery unit, typically a standalone specialty
centre. Focus as emphasis refers to a healthcare delivery unit
that deliberately emphasizes a particular specialty or service
more than their competitors, while possibly still offering a
full range of hospital services. Capkun et al. (2012) employ a
different terminology and use the word specialization to refer
to the relative emphasis that a hospital puts on certain types of
services, as opposed to having an even distribution and paying
equal attention to all services. They then use focus to refer to
hospitals which are dedicated to a limited set of services.
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This thesis follows the general definition by Pesch 1996 and
defines a focused healthcare facility as a unit with a limited,
strategically linked, and internally consistent set of demands
that derive from the facility’s services, processes, customers
(patients and payers), and suppliers. The limitation can either
be in the sense of narrowing the range of demands, focus as
narrowing, or emphasizing a particular demand segment, focus
as emphasis (see Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Focus as narrowing and focus as emphasis

Focus
Focus as narrowing Focus as emphasis

Meaning Range of services Relative volume
Examples of measures Count of offered services Percent of total

Examples of
dynamics that impact
performance

Conflicting objectives
Conflicting operating
principles

Specialized skills
Specialized technology

2.4.1 The focused factory

The seed for the concept of the focused factory was first planted
by Skinner in 1969 when he wrote about the need for companies
to have a manufacturing strategy. This idea was developed
further in the article ‘The Focused Factory’ (1974) where Skin-
ner formally coined the concept of focus and promoted focused
factories based on the notions that ‘a factory cannot perform
well on every yardstick’ and ‘simplicity and repetition breed
competence’ (p. 115). He further suggested that the benefits
of focus may extend beyond basic repetition and experience by
introducing ‘homogeneity of tasks’ (p. 115) into the production
or service delivery environment.

The complexity of conventional factories was criticized:

Too many companies attempt to do too many things with
one plant and one organization. In the name of low invest-
ment in facilities and spreading their overheads, they add
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products, markets, technologies, processes, quality levels,
and supporting services which conflict and compete with
each other and compound expense. They then hire more
staff to regulate and control the unmanageable mixture of
problems. (Skinner 1974, p. 116)

Skinner (1974) then defined the development of the focused
factory, which ought to replace the conventional factory, as:

• learning to focus each unit on a limited, concise, manageable set
of products, technologies, volumes and markets, and

• learning to structure basic policies and supporting services so
that they focus on one explicit strategic task instead of on many
inconsistent, conflicting, implicit tasks.

However, the notion that specialization can be beneficial
in production was already described by Smith (1776) in his
famous example of the division of labour in a pin factory. The
benefits of work specialization were taken up by Taylor (1911)
in his arguments for scientific management, although the ar-
gument concerned individual workers rather than production
facilities. Taylor’s ideas were further developed by Kimball
(1913) in his book Principles of Industrial Organization, which
became a standard reference for production systems in the
interwar period. Kimball discusses not only the specialization
of individual workers but also economies of scale and fact-
ory specialization. The three ideas are presented as closely
interrelated:

The underlying principle of specialization is division of
labour; but the term division of labour has been associated
with the individual worker, whereas specialization is, in
general, far reaching in its effects, and influences indus-
trial enterprises of all kinds. The tendency to confine the
activities of an enterprise to a limited portion of the field
may be seen by studying the development of any branch
of manufacturing industry. Not many years ago it was
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common to find single machine shops producing many and
varied lines of work. . . . As the industrial field broadened
and competition became keener, manufacturers found that
they could produce more cheaply by concentrating on fewer
lines of work and obtaining greater quantity of product in
these lines (Kimball 1913, pp. 37-38)

The advantages of specialization are assumed to stem from
(1) economies of scale as the volume of each product increases,
allowing increased use of specialized machines, referred to by
Kimball as ‘transfer of skill’ from man to machine, and (2)
division of labour, allowing workers to become more efficient
in performing those tasks that cannot be transferred to ma-
chines. However, similarly to modern textbooks on operations
management (e.g. Slack and Lewis 2015), Kimball warns that
extreme specialization exposes an organization to increased
risks: for example in the case of failing market demand or
sudden changes in technology.

In the following years, specialization was discussed in terms
of advantages of simplifying product lines to allow for stand-
ardization and volume (e.g. Koepke 1961), but the thought
was not further developed until the launch of the idea of the
focused factory by Skinner in 1974.

Drawing on Skinner’s thoughts, other researchers have since
developed their own definitions of focus. Hill and Duke-Woolley
(1983) stress the importance of trade-offs between performance
objectives and state that the determination of strategic focus
concerns ‘making a consistent and explicit choice of the extent
to which aspects such as delivery speed, delivery reliability,
quality, cost and product development are provided for by the
manufacturing system’ (p. 118). Similarly, Richardson et al.
(1985) are concerned with the congruence between corporate
mission and how manufacturing performance is evaluated: they
define focus as ‘the extent to which a consistent set of paramet-
ers in the firm’s mission is both selected and given importance
relative to other parameters’ (p. 20). Furthermore, an ex-
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pert panel survey conducted by Pesch (1996) concluded with a
formal definition which is highly relevant (also) in the context
of healthcare facilities:

The focused factory is a factory with a limited, strategic-
ally linked, and internally consistent set of demands that
derive from the plant’s products, processes, customers, and
suppliers. Limiting the demands placed on the plant in
turn limits the number of manufacturing tasks in the plant,
and establishes a clear set of priorities for both workers
and managers. (p. 35)

Many researchers have investigated the relationship between
focus of a factory and its performance, and have shown a
positive relationship (e.g. Bozarth 1993; Pesch and Schroeder
1996; Richardson et al. 1985; Vokurka and Davis 2000).

However, later research questions the general applicability
of the focused factory model. Ketokivi and Jokinen (2006) take
a contingency perspective on the concept of focus and suggest
that while focus seems to be associated with higher perform-
ance, there are certain operating environments and competitive
strategies and that are not compatible with the focused factory
model. They find that e.g. plants that follow a differentiation
competitive strategy and plants with predictable demand and
fewer customers tend to be more focused. In a similar vein,
Hill (2008) compares different focus approaches based on a
multiple case study, and finds that operations with a focus
approach based on order-winning criteria or performance ob-
jectives benefit most from reduced complexity. In a healthcare
context, Clark (2012) suggested that focused organizations
do not benefit patients with comorbidities, and this notion
was further developed by Kuntz et al. (2019) and Parker-Lue
and Lieberman (2020), who suggest that the benefits of focus
are contingent on the degree of patient complexity: i.e. that
routine patients benefit from focus while complex patients with
comorbidities benefit from more diversified organizations.
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2.4.2 The relationship between focus and
performance in healthcare delivery

Much of the literature on focus in healthcare is concerned
with whether focus has an effect on hospital performance. The
studies are based on either in-depth case studies or statistical
analyses of large-scale secondary data sources.

The case studies show that performance improvements
are gained if focused healthcare units manage to devise and
implement a hospital operations strategy that consistently and
purposefully adapts structural and infrastructural resource
elements to prioritized performance objectives. An example
is the case study by Hyer et al. (2009) of the implementation
of a focused hospital unit, where the authors show a large
improvement in net operating margin and some improvement
of hospital length of stay. Focus is typically measured in terms
of how narrow the hospital’s service line is: i.e. focusing is
defined as selecting a narrow segment such as a diagnosis group
or a type of surgical specialty.

The statistical analyses are done with varying degrees of
granularity and show different results. The most straightfor-
ward studies just assess the predictive power of hospital focus
on different kinds of performance variables (Barro et al. 2006;
Capkun et al. 2012; Clark and Huckman 2012; McDermott and
Stock 2011; McDermott et al. 2011). Focus is defined in these
studies as a percentage of patients at a hospital in a particular
diagnosis group under investigation (e.g. cardiovascular dis-
ease). The studies refer to different levels of analysis, ranging
from overall hospital level to departments. An older study
takes a process perspective on focus and concludes that surgery
centres that keep inpatient and outpatient surgery separate
perform better on parameters such as waiting time (Yang et al.
1992). The studies show that greater focus (in terms of dia-
gnosis groups) has an impact on improved quality in terms of
reduced mortality (Barro et al. 2006; McDermott and Stock
2011; Clark and Huckman 2012), lower costs (Barro et al. 2006;
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McDermott and Stock 2011) and improved speed in terms of
shorter length of stay (Capkun et al. 2012). However, there
are studies with higher granularity that control for comorbid-
ity (Clark 2012) and selective patient admission in specialty
hospitals (Singh and Terwiesch 2011), and by doing so they
are able to show diminishing or even disappearing returns from
focus. Thus, opinions still diverge on whether focus leads to
improved performance in healthcare.

2.5 Summary of key concepts

This thesis addresses the relationship between three concepts
in healthcare delivery: focus, scale, and performance.

While acknowledging the multifaceted meaning of health-
care performance in light of healthcare systems’ complexity,
heterogeneity, and multiple stakeholders, this thesis will con-
sider quality (defined as patient safety, clinical decision making,
and patient experience (Lillrank 2015)) and cost as key opera-
tional performance indicators for healthcare delivery units.

The scale of healthcare operations is defined in this thesis as
a either their size (referring to assets such as staff or facilities)
or their volume (referring to the output or throughput, i.e.
output per time unit) of a particular service (see Table 2.1 and
Figure 2.1).

A focused healthcare unit is defined in this thesis as a
unit with limited, strategically linked, and internally consistent
set of demands that derive from the unit’s services, processes,
customers (patients and payers), and suppliers (Pesch 1996).
The limitation can either be in the sense of narrowing the range
of demands (focus as narrowing) or emphasising a particular
demand segment (focus as emphasis) (see Table 2.2).
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Chapter 3

Research approach and
methodology

3.1 Overall research design

The research in this thesis was divided into two phases. In
the first phase (Study A), I conducted an exploratory single
case study. In this study the phenomenon of specialization, the
concept of focus, and the concept of scale were explored in a
case study of a healthcare delivery structure transformation
project. The appended papers I and II are associated with
Study A. In the second phase (Study B), I used survey and data
from a national quality registry to investigate the relationships
between focus, scale, and performance. The appended papers
III and IV are associated with Study B.

Starting with a mainly inductive phase to explore the con-
structs of focus and scale and continuing with a deductive
phase to test their relationship to performance, my approach
has similarities with the research cycle that Eisenhardt and
Graebner (2007) used to explain how case studies complement
other research methods:

Its emphasis on developing constructs, measures, and test-
able theoretical propositions makes inductive case research
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consistent with the emphasis on testable theory within
mainstream deductive research. In fact, inductive and
deductive logics are mirrors of one another, with inductive
theory building from cases producing new theory from
data and deductive theory testing completing the cycle by
using data to test theory. (p. 25)

In the following section I discuss the overall design and
methods of each study. More detailed descriptions of data
collection and analysis that were carried out to answer paper-
specific research question can be found in the respective papers.
See Table 3.1 for an overview of the methods employed in each
paper.

3.1.1 Level of analysis

My research interest was triggered by a meso-level (Dopfer
et al. 2004; Glete 1987, pp. 34-35) transformation of the
healthcare sector, as described in section 1.1. However, the
most important level of analysis in my research is the delivery
unit level: i.e. a hospital or a department within a hospital. I
take the perspective of the single facility and its performance,
rather than looking at the performance of networks or regions.
The boundaries of a facility are determined by its geographical
location: i.e. two hospitals belonging to the same virtual
organization but located in different cities are considered two
different facilities.

3.2 Study A: Exploring phenomena and
concepts

This study is qualitative and mainly explorative. Data from an
in-depth single case study is used. Overall, the case study can
be described as using an inductive approach, in the sense that
it was triggered by an interest in an empirical phenomenon
(new types of hospitals replacing traditional general hospitals),
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without a preceding literature study. However, a literature
review was initiated in parallel with the empirical work and
one of the papers resulting from the study (paper I) can be
described as abductive, since the results were developed through
an interplay between empirics and theory (Ketokivi and Choi
2014).

3.2.1 Empirical context

The objects of study in both phases of this research are hospitals
and clinics providing secondary and tertiary healthcare in the
region of Stockholm in Sweden. Healthcare delivery in this
region is being restructured, and the in-depth case study was
conducted in the context of this change project.

3.2.2 Case selection

The study is a single-case study using qualitative methods.
Healthcare administered by the Stockholm County Council
(SLL), the public health authority in Stockholm, was studied
since the healthcare authority is in the process of relocating
hospital operations to create specialty hospitals out of the
previous structure of general hospitals. The uniqueness of the
case motivates the choice of a single-case study. Authors on
case research methodology state that although multiple cases
make research more robust, single cases can be used if they are
unique exemplars or opportunities for unusual research access
(Barratt et al. 2011; Yin 2009). Both conditions are fulfilled
in this case. The case is an exceptional opportunity to study
focus and scale in healthcare operations, since the ongoing
change project is so comprehensive, and decisions are being
made about the configuration of all hospitals in the region.
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3.2.3 Case setting

The Stockholm County Council (SLL)1 is responsible for the ad-
ministration of healthcare services for Stockholm’s population
of 2.2 million, which translates annually into around 350 000
hospital admissions, 8 million visits to doctors, and 9 million
visits to other healthcare professionals, such as district nurses.
SLL has separate organizations for planning, contracting, finan-
cing, and controlling healthcare services for the population in
Stockholm (‘demand side’), and for healthcare delivery (‘supply
side’). Healthcare delivery is organized into a large number of
primary care centres, private clinics, and six general hospitals;
in total SLL has around 1,000 contracted healthcare providers.

Stockholm County is going through a period of substantial
population growth; SLL was expecting an 18% increase in
population from 2010 to 2020. Healthcare demand is growing
even faster, since the fastest-growing age group is those over
70 years old, and they consume substantially more healthcare
than younger age groups. At the same time, a new hospital
for advanced care, teaching, and training is replacing one of
the general hospitals. The new hospital, New Karolinska Solna
(NKS), will have fewer inpatient beds than the hospital it
replaces and no regular emergency department. Population
growth and the construction of NKS have both contributed
to a risk of capacity shortage. As a response to this situation,
SLL launched a project in 2010 to analyse and change the
healthcare structure in Stockholm.

Part of the project is the development of elective specialty
care units. To address the capacity shortage, elective care that
does not require ‘general hospital resources’ - e.g. proximity
to an intensive care unit - has been moved from the general
hospitals to new elective specialty care units, as well as to
existing private clinics. This allows the previous general hos-
pitals to focus on emergency care (although they will retain

1January 1st 2019 Stockholm County Council changed name to Region Stock-
holm, but I use the name SLL that was in use at the time of the case study.
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certain more difficult or risky elective procedures). Care for the
most complicated or unusual conditions, care requiring special
competence or special resources, and new and experimental
procedures (together referred to as ‘highly specialized care’ by
SLL) has been, to a large extent, moved to NKS.

3.2.4 Data collection

As a first step in the planning for the new elective specialty
care units, a project team of experts and stakeholders was
set up to propose guidelines for configuring the new units.
Interviews with the participants of this project team and weekly
meetings with the project manager between February and May
2012 made up the most important part of my data gathering,
see Table 3.2. The interviewees included both ‘supply-side’
representatives from healthcare providers and ‘demand-side’
representatives from the healthcare administration. Inspired
by an analytical interviewing approach (Alvesson 2011; Kreiner
and Mouritsen 2005), the interviews were not only about fact-
finding but were also conducted with an aim to construct and
explore the concepts of focus and scale in close collaboration
with the interviewees. The interviews were semi-structured
and the interview protocol was updated based on emerging
data; I added new or interesting areas to the protocol for
future interviews. The 26 interviews were scheduled to last 90
minutes and the average effective interview time - excluding
introduction and wrap-up - was 69 minutes. All interviews
were performed between April and June 2012.

Multiple secondary data sources were used as supplements,
such as publicly available reports and internal documents
(memos, minutes of meetings, etc.). I had a total of 16 meetings,
each scheduled for one to two hours, with the project manager,
who acted as a key informant in the case study. Data trian-
gulation in terms of multiple sources of evidence is believed
to improve the validity in case research and provide stronger
substantiation of constructs and propositions (Barratt et al.
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Table 3.2: Data sources in Study A

Part of SLL Respondents / Sources Documentation

Interviews
Interviews
(6)

Private
healthcare
providers

CEO (2), hospital manager
(2), regional manager (1),
division manager (1)

Audio
recordings,
notes

Interviews
(7)

Public
healthcare
providers

Healthcare director (2), chief
medical officer (2), hospital
manager (1), division
manager (1), clinic manager
(1)

Audio
recordings,
notes

Interviews
(9)

Healthcare ad-
ministration

Contract manager (8),
organizational developer (1)

Audio
recordings,
notes

Interviews
(4)

External National organizations for
the healthcare professions
(2), medical research expert
(1), medical safety
consultant (1)

Audio
recordings,
notes

Key informant
Meetings
(16)

Healthcare ad-
ministration

Project manager (1) Notes

Documents and databases
Database Public and

private
healthcare
providers

Searches in the
administrative database on
healthcare consumption

Data files

Archive
and
document
study

Internal documents:
workshop documents from
change project, meeting
minutes. Publicly available
documents: public inquiry
reports, annual reports,
strategic plans, websites of
healthcare providers.

Internal and
formal
documents
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2011; Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2009). The meetings with the key
informant were important in this respect, since he helped in
navigating SLL’s document archives to find additional sources
to challenge, or support, findings emerging from the interviews.

3.2.5 Data analysis

Although the overall study had an inductive approach, the
data analysis can be described as abductive (Alvesson and
Sköldberg 2009). It was an iterative process in which results
were developed by alternately collecting, sorting, and making
sense of the case data and consulting existing literature. This
process started during the interview and data collection phase
and was continued throughout the coding, transcribing, and
actual analysis phase of the study.

Because of the analytical interviewing approach, the inter-
view notes and transcripts contain not only facts and opinions
from the interviewees but also preliminary propositions, con-
structs and frameworks developed during the interviews. These
provided input to later interviews where the preliminary ideas
were challenged by interviewees with different perspectives;
thus they were continually rethought, revised, and refined. I
recorded all interviews and transcribed them verbatim, to allow
for coding and content analysis of the transcripts. Through-
out the analysis I attempted to follow the guidelines of Miles
et al. (2014) for qualitative data analysis and the guidelines
of Saldaña (2013) for first- and second-cycle coding. I strove
to increase construct validity (as recommended by Voss et al.
2002 and Yin 2009) by using feedback from participants and
letting the key informant and other SLL representatives review
the draft case study report.

3.3 Study B: Investigating relationships

Building on the insights from the qualitative first study, the
second phase used a quantitative and mainly deductive ap-
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proach. In this study the relationships between focus, scale,
and performance were investigated utilizing a combination of
survey and registry data.

The objects of study were all the hospitals and clinics in
Sweden that performed obesity surgery in the period from 2007
to 2016. A list of these hospitals can be found in Appendix A.

3.3.1 Study setting

Obesity surgery, also called bariatric surgery or weight-loss
surgery, is used to treat patients who are dangerously obese.
There are two main surgical methods: gastric bypass (used in
64 percent of Swedish obesity surgeries in 2016), which involves
resecting and rerouting the digestive system past most of the
stomach, and sleeve gastrectomy (used in 36 percent of Swedish
obesity surgeries in 2016), which involves removing part of the
stomach (SOReg 2015). Weight-loss surgery has proved to be
effective at achieving significant and quick reduction of excess
body fat and has become increasingly common over the last
decade. In the last few years there have been around 7,000
operations per year in Sweden.

More than 99 percent of all operations for refractory obesity
that are performed in Sweden are reported to the Scandinavian
Obesity Surgery Registry (SOReg)(Hedenbro et al. 2015). The
registry contains data on surgical methods, patient characterist-
ics, complications, short-term and long-term health outcomes,
etc. It is assumed to be the world’s most comprehensive data-
base on obesity surgery(Hedenbro et al. 2015). This type of
national quality registries is unique to the Swedish healthcare
system. Sweden is ideally suited for keeping and analysing
medical data registries due to its universal use of personal
identification numbers and the existence of other nation-wide
registries that permitting cross-matching to analyse, e.g. cause
of death and health-related absenteeism from work. Also, the
national quality registries receive financial support from the
Swedish government.
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Thirty-nine hospitals performed obesity surgery in 2016.
These hospitals include a variety of different types of healthcare
facilities, including private clinics specialized in obesity surgery
and general hospitals (large and small) where this type of
surgery represents a small fraction of all operations performed.

3.3.2 Data collection

We applied for access to data from the SOReg registry in late
2016 and the application was granted in 2017, conditional on
approval from the Regional Ethical Review Board in Stockholm
(EPN). The ethical vetting and approval of the research project
were done by EPN in April 2018 (registration number 2018/695-
31/3: see application in Appendix B and decision in Appendix
C). The main ethical consideration was the risk that sensitive
personal data about patients would be used in such a way that
individual patients could be identified. To protect the integrity
of patients the registry data were de-identified and the data
was stored off-line in a locked space throughout the research
project.

The research questions addressed in this study were
RQ2: What is the relationship between focus and performance?
RQ3: What is the relationship between scale and performance?
The registry data contained information about patient charac-
teristics, details about the surgical procedures, and outcome
data from the time of surgery and at post-surgery follow-up
visits. This information was sufficient to measure hospital
performance and hospital scale (volume of obesity surgeries)
and to control for differences in patient mix between different
hospitals.

However, the registry data did not provide information
about the degree of focus for each hospital. In this study
focus was conceptualized as emphasis (McDermott and Stock
2011) and operationalized as the fraction of obesity surgery
patients compared to the total number of patients. The degree
of focus was to be determined at both the hospital level and
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the department level. Hence, information was needed about
total number of patients in the hospital and in the department
where the obesity surgery is performed.

In order to complement the registry data with data about
total number of patients, a survey was sent to all hospitals
performing obesity surgery in Sweden. The email was sent to
SOReg’s listed hospital contacts, typically a nurse or medical
secretary who was responsible for entering patient data into
the registry. The survey consisted of four questions about total
number of surgical procedures in the department where obesity
surgery is performed and total annual number of visits and
admissions to the hospital (see Appendix D). The respondents
were encouraged to answer the survey by responding to the
email, and responses were saved as PDF files for traceability. To
improve the response rate, the email was followed by reminder
phone calls to the contact persons. In some cases, several
reminders were needed. In a few cases, the contact person
referred me to a controller or administrator with access to
information systems where data for 2016 could be retrieved,
and the response was received directly from the controller or
administrator. The data collection period was May to August
2019, by which point 39 out of the total 44 hospitals had
responded. The non-respondents included two clinics that have
closed down as well as hospitals where new IT systems, in
combination with staff turnover, made it difficult to produce
aggregated data from earlier years.

3.3.3 Data analysis

The statistical methods used in this investigation are based
on multivariate analysis techniques and in general follow the
guidelines for multivariate analysis formulated by Hair et al.
(2014). The collected data concern two levels of analysis: pa-
tients and hospitals. The independent variables (focus and
scale) are measured at the hospital level while performance, in
this case, was measured on patient level, as outcomes for indi-
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Table 3.3: Data sources and variables in Study B

Variables Data source: Data source: Hospital-level Patient-level
Registry Survey data data

Identifier variables
Operation identification number X X
Clinic1 X X X

Independent variables
Obesity surgery procedural volume X X
Hospital focus2 X X X
Department focus3 X X X

Dependent variables
Intraoperative complications X X
30-day complications X X
One-year complications X X
Percent total weight loss X X
Procedure time X X
Length of stay X X

Control variables
Surgical method X X
Age X X
Sex X X
Pre-surgery BMI X X
Sleep apnea X X
Hypertension X X
Diabetes X X
Dyslipidemia X X
1 The clinic identifier was used to merge survey data set with registry data set.

2 Hospital focus was calculated as obesity surgery admissions/hospital admissions.

3 Department focus was calculated as obesity surgery procedural volume/department surgery volume.
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vidual patients nested within hospitals. This necessitated using
multilevel, or hierarchical, multivariate analysis techniques and
to do so I followed specific guidelines for multilevel analysis by
authors such Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal (2012).

Adopting a multilevel model structure has become increas-
ingly common when comparing the performance of multiple
healthcare providers (Goldstein and Leyland 2001) and is ap-
propriate when observations are not independent of each other
due to shared group characteristics. The multilevel modelling
approach, as applied on patients in hospitals, is based on the
assumption that there are hospital-specific random effects that
are drawn from a common distribution. In a multilevel model,
random intercepts allow different performance baselines for
each hospital (Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal 2012).

The statistical analysis of the data was done using the
STATA software version 14.1. Relevant data from the registry
and from the survey were combined using a clinic identifier as
the key, see Table 3.3, and data were cleaned and prepared
for analysis. This was followed by an analysis of descriptive
statistics and handling of missing data. In this study, the
missing data rate was no larger than approximately ten percent
for any variable, and there was no pattern that indicated
bias in the missing data (Hair et al. 2014). Hence, Stata’s
standard procedure of complete case analysis was utilized, with
all available data used for each calculation. Finally, a series of
multilevel regressions were run to test the relationships between
the independent variables and the outcome variables (see Table
3.3) and the results were interpreted.

3.4 Quality considerations

The research in this thesis is based on the assumption that the
collected empirical material reflects reality. However, there are
many reasons that this reflection, and my interpretation and
presentation of it, may be distorted: from biased or untruthful
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interviewees or survey responses, to my limited cognitive ability
and biases influencing the interpretation of the material. This
holds true as much for the quantitative work in Study B as for
the qualitative work in Study A.

My previous work in management consulting included a
number of projects at healthcare organizations, where I suppor-
ted projects such as lean implementations and organizational
change. These experiences sparked my interest in healthcare
improvement. Therefore, while it is always imperative for re-
searchers to be aware of how previous experience may influence
the frame of reference used to interpret interviews, meetings,
and numerical data, this awareness was especially important
when conducting the research for this thesis. Hence, throughout
the thesis process, the research has regularly been discussed
with colleagues with diverse backgrounds as an effective way to
uncover how interpretations are coloured by previous experience
(Alvesson and Sköldberg 2009).

A further measure to improve the credibility or internal
validity has been continuous member checks of facts and tent-
ative conclusions (Guba 1981; Krefting 1991). In Study A this
was done by sharing the progress of data collection and ana-
lysis with the project manager of the transformation project
that was being studied, as well as engaging interviewees in
exploring tentative conclusions. In Study B this was primarily
done by the involvement of a senior surgeon (and professor
of medicine), who had extensive experience analysing obesity
surgery registry data, performing obesity surgical procedures
clinically, and meeting patients, as part of the research team
and as a co-author.

Finally, the internal validity of the quantitative work in
Study B is dependent on the extent to which the relationships
identified between variables, reflect the relationship in reality
(Yin 2009). To this end, great care was taken to control for the
different mix of patients at the different hospitals. Previous
research on hospital focus has been criticized for flawed methods
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in which the effects of specialty hospitals picking easier-to-treat
patients have been interpreted as focus effects instead (KC
and Terwiesch 2011). This study therefore controlled for both
demographic characteristics and comorbidities that could affect
performance.

3.5 Limitations

Both Study A and Study B are set in Sweden, and were carried
out over a limited time period. Study A covers hospital care in
an urban region only, and while Study B covers all regions in
Sweden, geographically it is only concerned with a specific type
of elective surgery. This raises the issue of the applicability of
the conclusions outside these specific contexts. I have aimed
to take context into account when drawing conclusions and
relating our findings to what has been found in the previous
literature. In the appended papers that are based on these
studies, context and setting have been described to allow read-
ers to assess the transferability to their local health delivery
system (Krefting 1991).

In relation to RQ1, I would ideally have used the opera-
tionalization of focus developed in Paper I when measuring the
degree of hospital focus in Paper III. Initially I tried to design
the survey in this way, but a small pilot run showed that it was
not possible to produce the necessary data within a reasonable
time frame due to fragmented healthcare IT systems, where
different regions or even individual hospitals use different sys-
tems. Therefore, I used the conventional operationalization
of focus in Paper III (which in Paper I is criticized as only
representing one of the total six dimensions of focus). This
creates a gap that hopefully will be filled by future research:
to apply the more comprehensive operationalization of focus
in a study similar to Paper III, in an empirical context that
allows for the collection of sufficient data to measure all six
dimensions of focus.
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Chapter 4

Summary of appended
papers

This chapter briefly presents summaries of the four appended
papers. The distribution of work between the authors of each
paper is described in Table 4.1
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Table 4.1: Authors’ contributions to the appended papers

Paper Order of authors Authors’ contribution

I Dabhilkar, Svarts1 The study design was set by Dabhilkar and
Svarts. Svarts collected and analysed the
empirical data. Dabhilkar developed the
theoretical positioning. The paper was
co-written by Dabhilkar and Svarts, as
equal contributors.

II Svarts Svarts developed the research idea, designed
the study, collected and analysed data, and
wrote the paper. The work was carried out
under the supervision of Engwall, who
contributed with valuable feedback.

III Svarts, Urciuoli,
Thorell, Engwall

Planning and design were carried out by all
authors based on an idea proposed by
Svarts. Svarts carried out the data
collection and analysis. The paper was
co-written by all authors, with Svarts as
the main contributor.

IV Svarts, Thorell,
Engwall

Planning and design were carried out by all
authors based on an idea proposed by
Svarts. Svarts carried out the data
collection and analysis. The paper was
co-written by all authors, with Svarts as
the main contributor.

1 Equal contributions; order of authors is alphabetical.
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4.1 Paper I – From general to specialty
hospitals: Operationalising focus in
healthcare operations

Purpose The purpose of this paper was to propose an opera-
tionalization of the term focus in healthcare operations.

Design/methodology
We developed a configuration model consisting of six interre-
lated dimensions that can be used to characterize hospital focus.
The strength of these dimensions was shown through empirical
examination, using a three-step methodology combining elimin-
ative induction and enumerative induction to analyse case study
data from a unique transformation project where general hos-
pitals were turned into new types of focused specialty hospitals.

Findings
The proposed dimensions of focus are Knowledge areas, Pro-
cedures, Medical conditions, Patient groups, Planning horizons
and Levels of difficulty.

Originality/implications
As our study took a portfolio approach to the allocation of
demand segments to different healthcare delivery units, it con-
tributes to operations management knowledge by providing a
model for segmenting healthcare demand from an operations
perspective. This configuration model provides researchers and
practitioners with a tool for understanding current configura-
tions as well as for identifying potential new configurations of
focus in healthcare.

Contribution to the thesis
The paper explores the concept of focus in a healthcare context
and proposes that healthcare focus can be operationalized as
a multidimensional construct. Scales and measures for each
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dimension are proposed and exemplified.
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4.2 Paper II – Healthcare managers’ per-
ception of economies of scale

Purpose
The purpose of this paper was to explore how healthcare man-
agers perceive economies of scale and the underlying mechan-
isms for how scale affects performance.

Design/methodology
Data were collected in 20 in-depth interviews with healthcare
professionals from 13 healthcare delivery organizations and
from a public authority that finances and contracts healthcare
services. Data were coded and analysed using content analysis.

Findings
The study concludes that the impact of scale on performance is
perceived by healthcare professionals to be different for differ-
ent types of healthcare services: For surgery, significant scale
effects related to the spreading of fixed costs, the experience
curve, and the potential for process improvement. For inpatient
care, moderate scale effects related to the spreading of fixed
costs and the costs of doctors on on-call duty. For outpatient
care, small or no scale effects.

Originality/implications
The paper provides insights into how healthcare managers ex-
perience scale effects and how they consider economies of scale
when planning hospital configuration. Also, past studies of
economies of scale in hospitals proffer mixed results and the
findings in this paper indicate a possible explanation for this
inconclusiveness: differences in service mix between different
hospitals.

Contribution to the thesis
The paper summarizes previous findings on the relationship
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between hospital scale and (cost) performance. Furthermore,
it provides a tentative explanation for the inconsistency of
findings in previous research about this relationship.
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4.3 Paper III - Does focus improve per-
formance in elective surgery? A study
of obesity surgery in Sweden

Purpose
The aim of this paper was to establish the relationship between
hospital focus and performance in elective surgery.

Design/methodology
We studied obesity surgery procedures performed in Sweden
in 2016 (5,152 patients), using data from the Scandinavian
Obesity Surgery Registry complemented by a survey to all
clinics that performed obesity surgery. We examined focus
at two levels of the organization: the hospital level and the
department level. It was hypothesized that a higher proportion
of obesity surgery patients in the hospital, and a higher propor-
tion of obesity surgery procedures in the department, would
be associated with better performance. These hypotheses were
tested using multilevel regression analysis, while controlling for
patient characteristics and procedural volume.

Findings
We found that focus was associated with improved outcomes
in terms of reduced complications and shorter procedure times.
This positive relationship was present at both the hospital
and the department levels, and the effect was larger at the
department level. We found no significant association between
focus and length of stay.

Originality/implications
The paper showed that, in the context of elective surgery, in-
creased focus is associated with better performance and that
department-level focus has a larger effect on patient outcomes
than hospital-level focus. This suggests that focus is a vi-
able strategy to improve quality and reduce costs for elective
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patients. For these patients, specialized healthcare delivery
units have the potential to outperform general hospitals. Gen-
eral hospitals should implement organizationally separated
‘hospitals-within-hospitals’ for elective patients such as those
undergoing obesity surgery.

Contribution to the thesis
The paper addresses the relationship between focus and per-
formance. A positive association was found in the context of
obesity surgery.
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4.4 Paper IV - Volume creates value:
The volume-outcome relationship in
Scandinavian obesity surgery

Purpose
The purpose of this paper was to establish the relationship
between scale in terms of operational volume and cost and
quality outcomes.

Design/methodology
The study builds on patient-level clinical data from a national
quality registry for bariatric surgery in Sweden. Data included
patient characteristics (including comorbidities), surgical data,
and follow-up data for patients that underwent gastric bypass
or gastric sleeve operations between 2007 and 2016 (52,703
patients in 51 clinics). The relationships between hospital sur-
gical volume and several patient-level outcomes were assessed
using multilevel mixed-effect regression models, controlling for
patient characteristics and comorbidities.

Findings
We found that higher volume hospitals had a lower risk of
perioperative complications and postoperative complications
during the first six weeks (odds ratios for 100 operations 0.78
and 0.87, p < 0.01). We found a statistically significant but
small increase in weight-loss after one year at higher volume
hospitals (0.44 percentage points for 100 surgeries, p < 0.01)).
We also found that higher volume hospitals have substantially
lower procedure times (21 minutes for 100 operations, p < 0.01)
and length of stay (0.88 incidence-rate ratio for 100 surgeries p
< 0.01).

Originality/implications
Our results support the claim that volume significantly in-
creases quality. Furthermore, the results indicate that increased
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volume leads to a lower cost per surgery, by reducing cost
drivers such as procedure time and length-of-stay. This implies
that a concentration of surgical volumes in a few, well-focused
healthcare units – irrespective of whether they belong to large
hospitals or small specialized clinics – leads to improved quality
and a lower cost per surgery.

Contribution to the thesis
The paper addresses the relationship between scale, in terms of
operational volume, and performance. A positive association
was found in the context of obesity surgery.
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Synthesis and discussion of
results

The overall aim of this thesis is to contribute to the understand-
ing of how healthcare facilities affect healthcare performance. I
have done this by investigating the relationship between facility
scale (size or volume) and performance, as well as facility focus
(narrowing or emphasis) and performance.

The literature review showed that there is no generally
agreed way to measure focus in healthcare delivery. Paper I
therefore develops a more comprehensive operationalization of
the concept of focus in healthcare. Furthermore, my literature
review showed that although the relationship between scale
and performance in healthcare delivery has been extensively
researched, the results from previous investigations diverge
wildly. Therefore, paper II explores this relationship in inter-
views with healthcare managers; and explains the mixed results
of previous studies due to the fact that economies of scale are
different in different healthcare service settings.

In papers III and IV, I finally turn to an investigation of
the relationships between focus, scale, and performance, in the
empirical context of obesity surgery. I found that focus, in
terms of emphasis on a specific procedure, has a positive effect
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Table 5.1: Correspondence between the appended papers and thesis research
questions

Research themes Paper I Paper II Paper
III

Paper
IV

Operationalization of
focus in healthcare
delivery (RQ1)

X

The relationship
between focus and
performance in
healthcare delivery
(RQ2)

X

The relationship
between scale and
performance in
healthcare delivery
(RQ3)

X X

on quality and cost performance in this context. Furthermore,
I found that scale, in terms of the volume of similar surgical
procedures, has a positive effect on quality and cost performance
in this context.

This chapter synthesizes the thesis’ findings in order to
answer the research questions. Consequently, it is structured
around the two relationships that are investigated: the effect
of focus on performance, and the effect of scale on perform-
ance. The findings for each relationship are synthesized in the
following two sections. To facilitate the reading, the corres-
pondence between the research questions and the appended
papers is presented in Table 5.1. Finally the generalizability
and context-dependency of the findings on the two relationships
are discussed.
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5.1 The relationship between focus and
performance in healthcare delivery

RQ1: How can focus and scale be conceptualized?

Focus can be conceptualized either as narrowing the range
of services, or as emphasizing a specific segment, i.e. that a
specific segment makes up a high proportion of all services (see
Table 2.2. In the first case (focus as narrowing), focus can be
measured as the number of services offered. In the second case
(focus as emphasis), focus can be measured as relative volume:
the focal service volume as a proportion of the overall service
volume.

Scale can be conceptualized either as size of assets or as
volume of throughput (see Table 2.1). In the first case (scale as
size), scale can be measured as the magnitude of assets, such as
number of hospital beds, square metres of facilities, or number
of staff. In the second case (scale as volume), scale can be
measured as output of a particular service per time unit, such
as number of procedures or patient episodes per year.

Paper I shows that whether focus is conceptualized as
narrowing or as emphasis, the definition of service segments
is crucial in order to operationalize and measure focus and
that this segmentation can be done along different dimensions.
Focus is thus a multidimensional construct, and to gain a
comprehensive understanding of a healthcare unit’s focus, it
should be measured in multiple dimensions. A multidimensional
focus construct has already been developed and described for
the manufacturing context (by Mukherjee et al. 2000) but not
for the healthcare delivery context.

Most previous studies of focus in healthcare segment ser-
vices according to either Medical conditions (based on diagnosis
codes, such as the widely used International Classification of
Diseases [ICD]) or Procedures (based on treatment processes,
such as those categorized in the International Classification
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of Health Interventions [ICHI]). However, Paper I shows that
there are four other ways to segment services from an opera-
tions perspective. The first is Knowledge areas, corresponding
to the traditional way of organizing hospitals in medical spe-
cialties, based on the educational background of physicians.
The second is Patient groups, which is an established principle
in institutions such as children’s and veterans’ hospitals. The
third is Planning horizons, which differentiates between emer-
gency care and elective (planned) health services. The fourth
is Levels of difficulty, relating to how advanced and resource
intensive the services are. In the restructuring project that was
studied in Study A, the main principles for segmentation of
health services in the new structure were Planning horizons
and Levels of difficulty, i.e. the separation of elective and
emergency care and the separation of the most advanced and
resource-intensive care from other healthcare services.

The case-study findings indicate that a comprehensive op-
erationalization of focus in healthcare is given by the six di-
mensions in the spider chart in Figure 5.1 (from Paper I). The
dimensions are formative indicators rather than latent (Diaman-
topoulos et al. 2008). The construct cannot be operationalized
as a composite of the six dimensions using an algebraic formula
but is formed from combinations of dimensional characteristics.
Hence, in the taxonomy of Law et al. (1998), who classifies
multidimensional constructs as either latent models, aggreg-
ate models, or profile models, the operationalization of focus
illustrated in Figure 5.1 is a profile model.

For a detailed example of how the operationalization illus-
trated in Figure 5.1 can be used to assess hospital focus in a
comprehensive way using quantitative measures, see Appendix
B of Paper I.

In previous studies of focus in healthcare, services are seg-
mented based on only one of these dimensions, most often
Medical conditions (based on diagnosis codes) or Procedures.
This has consequences for which units are deemed to be focused,
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Figure 5.1: Profile model of focus in healthcare (Dabhilkar and Svarts 2019,
p. 98)
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and it may mean that some focused units that are focused in
other dimensions, such as Planning horizons (emergency or
elective services) or Patient groups (e.g. targeting patients
from a specific ethnic or socioeconomic group), are wrongly
assessed to be "unfocused".

The common and simplistic assumption that a focused
healthcare unit is a clinic that performs a specific type of
procedure - for example, the Shouldice hospital for hernia
operations (Heskett 1986) - is problematic in multiple ways.
Firstly, studies of the performance of focused units may be
misleading, if units that are labelled ‘unfocused’ are actually
focused in dimensions other than Medical conditions or Pro-
cedures. This may skew the results: for example by missing
that high-performing units are focused (in other dimensions)
and therefore falsely concluding that there is no significant re-
lationship between focus and performance. Applying the more
comprehensive operationalization of focus in Paper I reduces
this risk. Secondly, an assumption that all focused healthcare
units are of a similar type may mean that potential to improve
the healthcare system is missed by not considering that differ-
ent types of focus may bring benefits in different settings. The
more comprehensive focus model proposed in Paper I allows
further investigations of the relative benefit of different types
of focused healthcare units. Thirdly, simplistic notions of focus
may mean that practitioners that seek to improve a regional
healthcare system fail to recognize potential alternatives in the
allocation of health services to different clinics, or that hospital
managers see the procedure-focused specialty hospital and the
general hospital as their only strategic options. In these situ-
ations, the more comprehensive focus model in Paper I can
be a tool to identify and describe different potential hospital
configurations in an allocation process or a strategy process.

A more comprehensive assessment of focus, using the oper-
ationalization proposed in Paper I, would allow a more compre-
hensive understanding of the relationship between focus and
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performance if used in future studies of this relationship.

RQ2: What is the relationship between focus and performance?

Paper III investigated the effect of focus on performance, in the
context of obesity surgery. In this paper focus was measured
only in the dimension of Procedures, due to limited access
to the data needed to assess focus in other dimensions. In
the quantitative study, positive effects from procedural focus
were found at both the hospital level and the department level.
Hospital-level focus was measured as the number of obesity
surgery admissions as a percentage of total patient admissions.
Department-level focus was measured as the number of obesity
surgery procedures as a percentage of all surgical procedures
in the department.

Increased procedural focus was found to have to be asso-
ciated with fewer complications within 30 days of the surgery
and within one year of the surgery, as well as with shorter
procedure times. Complications are an important measure of
patient safety and therefore a quality indicator. Procedure time
measures the resources (staff, facilities, technical equipment)
utilized by a surgical procedure and therefore has a significant
impact on the unit cost: it can thus be seen as a cost indic-
ator. No statistically significant effect of focus was found on
complications during operations or post-surgical length of stay.

Hence, the findings indicate that focus has a positive impact
on both quality and cost performance. The effect size was
relatively small, with a 10% increase in focus corresponding
to 2-4% fewer complications and a reduction in procedure
time of 3-6 minutes. For obesity surgery, where the risk of
complications is low, this may not be a sufficiently large effect to
be clinically significant. However, the relationship established
in this study could have a far greater clinical significance for
other types of elective surgeries with higher complication rates:
e.g. certain cancer surgeries. All effects were significant at both
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the hospital level and the department level, but the size of the
effect was larger at the department level. This is consistent
with the assumption of standardized processes as a mechanism
for the effects of focus, since processes are more likely to be
affected by focus within the department.

As presented above, the findings indicate a positive relation-
ship between procedural focus and cost and quality performance
in elective surgery. This is in line with a number of previous
studies that show positive effects of procedural or medical-
condition focus (e.g. McDermott and Stock 2011; Clark and
Huckman 2012). However, it contradicts other recent studies
that have found no effect, or even negative effects from focus, in
healthcare contexts such as neonatal intensive care (Miedaner
and Sülz 2019). This discrepancy could be attributed to that
obesity surgery patients are treated in a relatively predictable
manner, which allows positive focus effects through standardiz-
ation, while the diagnosis and treatment of neonatal patients
carry a high degree of uncertainty, that does not allow for
standardized processes.

The findings on the focus-performance relationship in Paper
III refer to procedural focus. Hence, further studies are needed
to investigate the relationship between other types of focus and
performance.

5.2 The relationship between scale and
performance in healthcare delivery

RQ3: What is the relationship between scale and performance?

Previous studies lack consensus on the impact of scale on health-
care performance (see e.g. Wilson and Carey 2004; Leleu et al.
2012). In Paper II, I found that this can partly be explained by
a lack of granularity in previous studies. The paper concludes
that the relationship between scale and performance is con-
ceptualized differently in different types of healthcare settings.
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When patients visit a physician there are limited positive ef-
fects of scale, and at fairly low thresholds the impact of scale
(size) on performance is negative in such healthcare settings
due to an increased need for coordination and administration.
For surgery, however, scale (volume) has a positive effect on
performance, related both to the sharing of fixed costs and to
learning and the potential to standardize and improve processes
when volumes are greater. Hence, the findings indicate that
the benefits of scale depend on the nature of treatment pro-
cesses: benefits of scale are present when there is a high need
for expensive resources and when there is a need for specialized
skills that require extensive learning.

In addition to this, Paper II also found that healthcare
managers describe the relationship between scale and perform-
ance as a negative relationship on the overall hospital level,
i.e. that larger scale (size) is associated with higher costs.
This is explained by mechanisms such as the increased cost of
coordination and management, and lack of control.

The relationship between scale and performance in the con-
text of surgery is further investigated in Paper IV. In this paper
we found that scale, measured as the volume of similar surgical
procedures, has a positive effect on performance. Performance
was measured in terms of patient safety, treatment efficacy,
post-surgical length of stay, and procedure time. These findings,
in the context of obesity surgery, support the notion that scale
is beneficial for healthcare services that are resource-intensive
and that require specialized skills.

5.3 Discussion

Paper III and Paper IV conclude that focus (as an emphasis
on a particular procedure) and scale (as volume of a particular
procedure) have positive effects on performance. These con-
clusions are drawn from a study of obesity surgery, and in the
section that follows, the generalizability of these findings will
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be discussed. It will be argued that the findings are context-
dependent and stem from the fact that obesity surgery is a
complicated procedure but with low patient complexity.

5.3.1 Are benefits of focus universal?

For the relationship between focus and performance, previ-
ous research has suggested that the relationship is context-
dependent, in line with the classical advise that different organ-
izational characteristics are beneficial in different environments
(Lawrence and Lorsch 1967; Mintzberg 1979; Woodward 1965).
Ketokivi and Jokinen (2006) took the first steps toward ‘a
contingency theory of the focused factory’ (p. 267) based on
findings from a case study in the process industry that attemp-
ted to explain why some high-performing factories are focused,
while others are not.

In the healthcare context, Kuntz et al. (2019) have pro-
posed a ‘contingency theory of focus in the hospital context’ (p.
2485) where the association between focus and performance is
significantly moderated by patient complexity. They suggest
that patients can be positioned along a complexity spectrum
with ‘planned admissions (electives) with no recorded comor-
bidities, which we call routine patients’ (p. 2482) at one end
of the spectrum and ‘emergency admissions with multiple co-
morbidites, which we call complex patients’ (p. 2482) at the
other end of the spectrum. The study concludes that routine
patients benefit from medical-condition focus, but complex
patients do not: hence, patient complexity is a moderator in
the relationship.

Parker-Lue and Lieberman (2020) have provided additional
support for the suggestion that focused organizations are be-
neficial when patient complexity is low, but not when patient
complexity is high. In a study of kidney transplant centres,
they found that, for young patients’ outcomes were better
when centres were focused on kidney transplants only. How-
ever, for the oldest patients - generally the most complex to
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treat and with the greatest risk of complications - centres that
were diversified into liver transplants in addition to kidney
transplants showed slightly improved performance (Parker-Lue
and Lieberman 2020). A possible explanation is that complex
patients benefit from the increased coordination skills that the
diversified organizations have acquired.

When considering the results of study B (paper III) in
light of the research related in the previous paragraphs, it is
natural to examine whether the positive correlation established
between focus and performance could be contingent on patient
complexity. Complex patients have what Christensen et al.
(2009, p. 44) describe as ‘conditions that can be diagnosed
only by their symptoms and only treated by therapies whose
efficacy is uncertain’, as well as what Hopp and Lovejoy (2013,
ch. 6.2.3) describe as ‘vague’ rather than ‘exact’ diagnoses and
‘trial and error’ rather than ‘rule-based’ treatment plans.

Generally, complexity in terms of uncertainty in diagnosis
and care plan is low for obesity surgery patients, and patients
are young or middle-aged rather than elderly. Consequently,
while the finding that focus is beneficial for outcomes in obesity
surgery could be interpreted as a universal positive effect of
focus on performance in healthcare delivery, it is also consistent
with the ‘contingency theory of focus’ as moderated by com-
plexity. Given the studies that refute the universal relationship
by providing evidence that certain patients do not benefit from
focus, the latter interpretation is more plausible.

5.3.2 Are benefits of scale universal?

For the relationship between scale and performance, the evid-
ence from Study A suggests a context-dependency. An un-
foreseen finding in the inductive analysis of the interviews in
Paper II was that interviewees referred to different types of
healthcare services and described economies of scale to be dif-
ferent depending on which type of service they were referring
to. They described strong benefits of scale in surgery settings,
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for example, and weaker or non-existent benefits in other set-
tings. This suggests that the relationship between volume and
performance found in Paper I, may look different in a sim-
ilar study conducted in a different empirical setting: e.g. for
otorhinolaryngologists that receive patients for brief visits in
their clinic (a setting that was specifically mentioned during
the interviews as not having any benefits of scale beyond the
fact that two physicians can cover for each other if one is sick).

The analysis of the interviews in Paper II pointed to a
number of factors that play a role in determining whether
economies of scale are present, most importantly: 1) need for
expensive technology or facilities, where sharing of fixed costs
may lead to lower unit cost, and 2) need for specialized skills
and processes needed to perform the service (e.g. those needed
by surgeons and surgical teams), where accumulative dynamic
effects of scale related to learning and process improvement
may lead to improved performance. In the following discussion,
treatments that are resource intensive and require skills that
are difficult to master - i.e. that have a long learning curve -
will be referred to as complicated.

5.3.3 A contingency approach to focus and scale

Taken together, these results suggest that the focus-perform-
ance relationship can be characterized as strong for patients
with low complexity (where there is low uncertainty in diagnosis
or where evidence-based care plans are available), while the
scale-performance relationship can be characterized as strong
for complicated treatments (those that are resource-intensive
or require skills that take extensive effort to master: i.e. that
have a long learning curve). This is illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Before proceeding to discuss this, it is necessary to examine
the difference between the terms complicated and complex (see
also the discussion of complexity in healthcare in section 2.1):
Complicated issues, while hard to solve, can be separated
and addressed in a systematic way that relies on a set of
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Figure 5.2: Benefits of scale and focus as contingent on treatment complic-
atedness and patient complexity
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structured operating procedures and allows dealing with the
issue in a repeatable manner. Complex issues involve too many
unknowns and too many interrelated factors to reduce to rules
and processes (Nason 2017).

This distinction can be applied in a healthcare context.
Complex patients are discussed by Christensen et al. (2009) and
Hopp and Lovejoy (2013) as needing individually designed care
at ‘job shops’ or ‘solutions shops’ structured to diagnose and
recommend solutions to unstructured problems based on pro-
fessionals’ intuition and iterative treatment processes, while the
authors suggest that non-complex patients are better treated
in focused ‘flow shops’ where standardized processes allow high
efficiency. However, when a second dimension is added, it is
clear that complex patients can require either complicated treat-
ment (e.g. a road traffic injury victim undergoing trauma care)
or non-complicated treatment (e.g. a patient with back pain
treated with pain medication or advice on regular exercise).

Obesity surgery involves complicated surgical procedures,
but the level of patient complexity in terms of uncertainty in
the diagnosis and treatment protocol is generally low. The
complicated treatment means that the scale-performance re-
lationship is expected to be strong (see Figure 5.2). The low
patient complexity means that the focus-performance relation-
ship is expected to be strong (see Figure 5.2). Both predictions
are in line with the findings of Study B.

To summarize, the results of paper III, support the emer-
ging contingency theory of focus benefits in healthcare, stating
that less complex patients benefit more from focused opera-
tions. Furthermore, the results in paper II and IV suggest
a complementary contingency condition for scale benefits in
healthcare, stating that more complicated treatments benefit
more from increased operational volume.
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Conclusion and implications

This thesis aims to contribute to the understanding of how
healthcare facilities affect healthcare performance. Two key
characteristics of healthcare facilities are facility scale and facil-
ity focus, and as a preliminary step scale and focus were found
to be concepts with dual meanings: scale can mean size or
volume, and focus can mean narrowing or emphasis. Building
on two research studies, an in-depth case study of a transform-
ation of a regional hospital network and a quantitative study
with data from the Scandinavian Obesity Surgery Registry,
the thesis develops a comprehensive operationalization of focus
in healthcare organizations and investigates the relationships
between scale and performance, and focus and performance, in
the context of elective surgery.

The results presented in this thesis contribute to the health-
care operations management literature in four different ways:
Firstly, they extend and translate previous operationalizations
of focus, developed in a manufacturing context, into the context
of healthcare service delivery. Secondly, they provide evidence
for a positive association between focus and cost and qual-
ity performance in the context of elective surgery. Thirdly,
they provide evidence for a positive association between scale
(volume) and cost and quality performance outcomes in the
context of elective surgery. Fourthly, they support the emerging
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contingency theory of focus benefits in healthcare, stating that
less complex patients benefit more from focused operations, and
suggest a complementary contingency condition for scale be-
nefits in healthcare, stating that more complicated treatments
benefit more from increased scale of operations.

6.1 Implications for research

These results have implications for future research.
Firstly, the findings challenge the paradigm of considering

focused factories in healthcare to be units that have carved out
a segment of relatively simple and easy-to-treat patients, in line
with the seminal case study of the Shouldice Hospital (Heskett
1986), where a specific procedure is performed. Herzlinger
(1997) and Porter and Teisberg (2006) have argued for general
hospitals to be replaced by focused healthcare units that target
specific procedures or medical conditions, but using the frame-
work developed in Paper I it becomes clear that procedures or
medical conditions are only two examples of many potential
principles for focusing, and these dimensions may not fit all
types of healthcare services. The findings provide examples of
how healthcare units can be focused in many different ways,
not only by specializing on a segment of medical conditions
or standardized procedures, as seen in previous research (e.g.
Bredenhoff et al. 2010), but also by specializing in, for example,
the most difficult or advanced types of care, or by specializing
on one demographic segment of patients.

The findings imply that future studies of hospital focus
should consider different dimensions of focus and that it should
be clear which dimension or dimensions of focus are being
addressed in the study (and why).

Secondly, the findings support claims that healthcare is a
heterogeneous mix of services, where segmentation is needed,
since the same operating model is not right for all healthcare
delivery (Christensen et al. 2009; Kuntz et al. 2019; Lillrank
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2018). The differentiation between complex and routine pa-
tients in Figure 5.2 is in line with the differentiation between
intuitive and evidence-based medicine made by Christensen
et al. (2009) and is based on the differentiation suggested by
Kuntz et al. (2019). It challenges the notion of Herzlinger
(1997) that all healthcare services would benefit from focus, in-
stead proposing that only healthcare operations serving routine
patients benefit from focus. Furthermore, this discourse has so
far referred only to procedural or medical-condition focus: it
is possible that other types of focus would bring performance
benefits to different segments.

In the present findings this differentiation is developed fur-
ther by suggesting that while the effect of focus is contingent
on complexity, the effect of scale is contingent on complicated-
ness: i.e. whether the treatment is resource intensive and has a
long learning curve (is difficult to master). The differentiation
between complicated services that benefits from increased scale
(in terms of operational volume) and simple services that do
not benefit from increased scale challenges both the notion
that only small-scale craft services add value in healthcare
(e.g. Tyrstrup 2014) and the notion of general scale benefits
in healthcare (see e.g. Leleu et al. 2012). The differentiation
could be applied to other frameworks for segmenting health-
care services, such as the model of demand and supply-based
operating modes (Lillrank et al. 2010; Lillrank 2018) to address
the benefits of focus and scale in each segment.

Most importantly, the findings imply that in order to be
meaningful, future studies of focus or scale in healthcare must
be sufficiently granular to capture differences in patient mix
(complexity) and type of treatments (complicatedness).

6.2 Implications for management and policy

In terms of implications for management and policy, this thesis
offers two kinds of contributions: a framework to understand
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hospital focus profiles and tentative guidance on the importance
of volume and specialization in different types of healthcare
services.

The profile model of focus in healthcare from Paper I, shown
in Figure 5.1, provides a framework for managers to examine
the focus profile of their own hospital or the different hospitals
in a network. It can also be used to identify different new
potential focus principles for the hospital and can serve as a
basis for discussions on the benefits of focusing on different
service segments.

The suggested contingency model for benefits of procedural
focus and scale, developed based on findings from Paper II,
Paper III, and Paper IV and illustrated in Figure 5.2, provides
tentative guidance on which healthcare services to concentrate.

In Figure 6.1 the contingency model is used to suggest
how different types of healthcare services, depending on how
complex and complicated they are, benefit from increased
focus and increased scale. The contingency model is based on
investigations of the benefits of focus and scale when healthcare
demand is segmented based on procedures or medical conditions.
Hence, this discussion refers to procedure-based or condition-
based focus, and it is possible that other types of focus would
bring performance benefits to different types of healthcare
services.

Starting in the top right quadrant of figure 6.1, for com-
plicated but not complex healthcare services, such as obesity
surgery, an organization that maximizes the benefits of both
focus and scale should be considered, i.e. a clinic resembling a
large focused factory. This would translate to a concentration
of care into regional or national centres (depending on how
important access and travel distance is to the specific patient
group). Given the negative effect of overall hospital size found
in paper I, single-specialty hospitals should be considered for
this type of healthcare services.

Continuing into the top left quadrant, we find healthcare
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Figure 6.1: Examples of how different types of healthcare services benefit
from scale and focus
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services that are complicated and complex. Much emergency
care would belong in this quadrant, requiring extensive re-
sources and experienced professionals, while there is a high
degree of variety, uncertainty, and unpredictability. In this case,
the uncertainty means that multi-specialty facilities are pre-
ferred, and large-scale facilities will be more cost-efficient. This
type of facility could be called a large solution shop. However,
although large-scale facilities can be expected to perform better,
there is a trade-off between quick access to care (geographical
proximity) and the scale, especially in rural areas, which is
particularly important to consider as a boundary condition for
the organization of emergency care.

In the lower-left quadrant, we find healthcare services that
are complex but not complicated in terms of resources or
specialized skills. Examples may include stomach pain or back
pain, since those conditions are often hard to diagnose and treat.
There can also be additional complexity from the interaction of
these types of medical conditions with the social and emotional
condition of the patient. Given little or no benefits of focus
or scale, a suggested type of facility would be a small solution
shop, e.g. a primary care centre with general practitioners.
A mix of patients is preferable, since this allows healthcare
professionals to develop multi-speciality skills. This is likely to
be consistent with the current organization of these healthcare
services.

Finally, in the lower-right quadrant, are healthcare services
that are neither complex nor complicated. In this quadrant
we are likely to find many treatments currently administered
at primary care centres or hospitals, e.g. UTI treatment or
simple surgery such as skin lesion excision. The findings suggest
benefits from focus, but not from scale, for this type of care.
This would correspond to a small clinic specialized in a specific
type of procedure or medical condition: i.e. one resembling a
small focused factory. The findings in Study A indicate that
patients value easy access to this type of service (simple and
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routine). This would be an additional argument for small-
scale clinics closer to the patients, as well as for digital service
providers.

6.3 Further research

This thesis relies on studies performed in one country: an
in-depth case study of a project to restructure hospital care
within the capital region of Sweden, and a quantitative study
of obesity surgery in Sweden. Its findings should be considered
transferable primarily to healthcare systems characterized by
similar conditions. Previously, focus and scale in healthcare
have been studied in a limited range of empirical contexts: as
an example many studies have analysed cardiac care in the
US. In light of this, this thesis makes an empirical contribution
by analysing the impact of focus and scale on performance in
the context of Swedish healthcare. Further studies of other
healthcare systems and other medical fields would be valuable to
understand whether the effects of focus and scale in healthcare
delivery vary with local conditions.

Furthermore, one conclusion from Paper I was that empir-
ical studies of the benefits of focus in healthcare should consider
six dimensions of focus, rather than only procedural focus or
medical-condition focus as in most of the previous literature.
However, the empirical data available in Study B only allowed
an analysis of the relationship between focus and performance
along one of the six focus dimensions. One important venue
for further research would be to explore different types of focus
(as seen in a study where benefits of focus are examined in the
Procedures and Planning horizons dimensions simultaneously
(Freeman et al. in press)). The relationship between focus in
each dimension and performance needs to be investigated - in
particular whether different types of healthcare services benefit
from different types of focus. Moreover, segmentation models
of healthcare services could be further explored to search for
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further dimensions of focus in addition to the six dimensions
identified based on the Stockholm case study.

Finally, one conclusion from the findings in Paper II, Pa-
per III and Paper IV, in light of previous research, was that
the benefits of focus and scale seem to be contingent on the
complexity and complicatedness of healthcare services. This
calls for studies that set out to further develop this contingency
theory by exploring different types of conditions as mediators
of the focus-performance and scale-performance relationships.
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Appendix A

List of hospitals reporting to
SOReg 2007-2016

• Akademiska sjukhuset

• Aleris, Motala

• Aleris Sabbatsberg

• Aleris Obesitas Skåne

• Axess Medica

• Bariatric Center Skåne

• Blekingesjukhuset

• Capio Centrum för Titthålskirurgi

• Capio S:t Görans Sjukhus

• Carlanderska sjukhuset

• Centrallasarettet Växjö

• Danderyds sjukhus

• Ersta sjukhus
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• Falu lasarett

• GHP Kirurgkliniken Stockholm

• Gällivare

• Gävle sjukhus

• Hallands sjukhus

• Hermelinen Specialistvård

• Hudiksvalls sjukhus

• Höglandssjukhuset Eksjö

• Länssjukhuset i Kalmar

• Kristianstad

• Lasarettet i Landskrona

• Lasarettet Ljungby

• Lindesbergs lasarett

• Lycksele lasarett

• Mora lasarett

• NCK Linköping, Nordiskt centrum

• Norrtälje sjukhus, Tiohundra AB

• NU-sjukvården

• Nyköpings lasarett

• Sahlgrenska Universitetssjukhuset

• Skaraborgs sjukhus

• Skånes universitetssjukhus
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• Sunderby sjukhus

• Sundsvalls sjukhus

• Södersjukhuset

• Södertälje sjukhus

• Södra Älvsborgs sjukhus

• Torsby sjukhus

• Vrinnevisjukhuset

• Värnamo sjukhus

• Västerviks sjukhus

• Västmanlands sjukhus Västerås

• Västra Frölunda

• Österlenkirurgin

• Östersunds sjukhus

• Östra sjukhuset
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Appendix C

Decision by Regional Ethical
Review Board in Stockholm
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Survey
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